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PROSPECTS OF LARGE SCALE ONSHORE MARINE PEARL CULTURE 
ALONG THE INDIAN COASTS 
G. Syda Rao* and M. DevaraJ 
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, Cochin-682 014 
Introduction 
Marine pearls are precious gems which are 
one of the most attractive objects of adoration. 
The occurrence of natural pearls, also called 
oriental pearls, in the wild pearl oysters is very 
rare. Although they generally lack proper shape, 
the natural pearls command very high price even 
today. The technology of pearl culture was 
developed by Japan followed by other countries 
including India. In India the raft culture 
technology for pearls was developed £md per-
fected in the Central Marine Fisheries Research 
Institute (CMFRI) at its Tutlcorin Research 
Centre in the Gulf of Mannar coast. World 
production of cultured marine pearls from 
different species, mainly from Japan and China, 
is estimated to be 75 t, against the projected 
demand of over 100 t. This gap indicates vast 
potential for the worldwide production and 
marketing of pearls. In spite of a sound 
technology, India has not yet attained the status 
of a commercial pearl producing country. 
Although India is endowed with a long coastline, 
the locations suitable for pearl culture in sea 
farms are quite limited, and consequently, 
entrepreneurs have not shown much interest in 
pearl culture. 
In the past five years shrimp farming has 
taken considerable lead in India, particularly in 
the states of Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu. 
However, this industry suffers frequent setbacks 
due to outbreak of diseases and other problems. 
This situation has created a great deal of 
awareness among the entrepreneurs about the 
need to diversify the species base of Indian 
mariculture and also the techniques. Against 
this background, the CMFRI attempted the 
development of a technology for cultured marine 
pearls in onshore tanks like any other pond 
systems under controlled conditions. The 
results of the experiment, first of its kind, are 
presented and discussed here. 
Procedure for culture experiments 
The Indicin pearl oyster (Pinctada fucatd^ 
numbering about 1,200 were transported by 
train from Tutlcorin to Kakinada on 20-01-1995 
over a distance of 1,600 km covering 48 hours 
of journey with 12 hours of halt at Madras for 
change of sea water. Among the oysters there 
were 400 implanted oysters and 800 spats. All 
the implanted oysters suffered mortality within 
a few hours after reaching Kakinada. About 
eighty per cent of the spats also suffered 
mortality. The remaining spats numbering 
about 140 formed the material for this 
experiment. Sixteen spats were kept in a cage 
and suspended beneath the finger jetty of the 
Kakinada Bay fisheries harbour at a depth of 
about 80 cm below the surface of water. The 
remaining spats were spread over the bottom 
of a cement tank (10 x 5 x 1.2 m) situated 
in a private shrimp hatchery at Konapapapet 
(Fig. 1). The tank was provided with a seawater 
intake, bottom aeration and an outlet drainage. 
The depth of seawater in the tank was 
constantly maintained at 30-40 cm (Fig. 2) and 
the water was changed twice a week. Water 
pumped from the sea was filtered through slow 
sand filters and rapid sand filters, and then 
allowed to pass through chlorination and 
dechlorination process before letting into the 
tank. The oysters were fed with a mixed diet 
of 80% Chaetoceros sp. and 20% Isochrysis 
galbana at a density of 10,000 cells per ml two 
times a day at 0800 and 1800 hrs. 
Fig. 1. Onshore cement tank used for pearl oyster 
culture. 
•Present address: Vlsakhapatnam Research Centre of CMFRI, Vlsakhapatnam - 530 003. 
Fig. 2. Onshore cement tank with aerator lines. Pearl 
oysters and green mussels on the bottom. 
The oysters from the finger jetty of fisheries 
harbour were transferred to the cement tank in 
April, 1995 to facilitate implantation. Nucleus 
implantation with 3 mm beads was carried out 
on 80 oysters by following the standard 
procedure in the 2nd week of June 1995. The 
pearl oysters were later shifted from Kakinada 
to the shore laboratory of the CMFRl at 
Visakhapatnam, in the last week of September 
1995 and kept in a plastic pool, in order to 
facilitate better monitoring. At the shore 
laboratory unfiltered seawater from the 
Visakhapatnam outer harbour was brought and 
stored in a plastic pool (3 t capacity) and allowed 
to settle for about one week before use, by which 
time most of the fouling organisms like bar-
nacles and serpulids got settled in the plastic 
pool. These two foulers in turn were able to 
remove some of the other foulers. At the shore 
laboratory also food consisting of 80% Chaetoceros 
sp. and 20% Isochrysis galbana was given daily 
at a density of 75,000 cells per ml, two times 
a day at 0800 and 1800 hrs. 
Faecal matter from the pearl oyster tank was 
siphoned out at regular intervals of 12 hours and 
an equal quantity of seawater replaced in order 
to maintain the depth of water at 30-35 cm in the 
tank. X-ray technique was used to separate the 
oysters retaining the implanted nucleus from 
those which rejected the nucleus. 
The pearl oysters kept in the Kakinada bay 
were regularly cleaned to remove the foulers till 
they were shifted to the Visakhapatnam shore 
laboratory. Similarly, the oysters in the cement 
tank of the private entrepreneur at Kakinada and 
the plastic pool at the Visakhapatnam onshore 
laboratory were gently brushed once a month to 
remove mild fouling. The plastic pool containing 
pearl oysters at the shore lab at Visakhapatnam 
was completely covered with a dark cloth. The 
ambient salinity and temperature were moni-
tored throughout the period. Length measure-
ments (in mm) were taken along the dorsoventral 
axis (DVA) to monitor growth. The size of oysters 
kept in the bay and the cement tank could not 
be monitored due to logistic problems. 
Classification of pearls was made as per 
their present commercial value. Perfect round 
pearls were graded as 'A'. Pearls with one or 
more flaws, but with good nacre coating were 
graded as 'B'. Improperly coated or half coated 
nuclei were graded as 'C. 
RESULTS 
Hydrographlc and ecological conditions 
Kakinada bay: Salinity of seawater near the 
fisheries harbour finger jetty ranged from 22%o 
in January 1995 to 32%o in April 1995. It 
gradually increased through February 1995 and 
March 1995 (Fig. 3). Water temperature also 
gradually increased from 24°C in January 1995 
to 32°C in April 1995 through 25°C in February 
1995 and 270C in March 1995. These param-
eters reflected their seasonal variations, not 
deviating much from the normal values. The 
clarity of water was rather poor due to silt and 
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Fig. 3. Monthwise mean salinity and temperature values 
at Kakinada bay (Pearl oyster culture site). 
suspended organic particulate matter, a com-
mon characteristic of the highly productive bay. 
Good natural beds of edible oyster and green 
mussel were found to exist in the bay where the 
pearl oysters were kept during the present study. 
Cement tank (Kakinada): The cement tank 
at the Siris Aqua Ltd., Kakinada used for this 
experiment was one of the many tanks in a shed 
built in a spacing hall covered above by asbestos 
roofing. The salinity which was 30%o in January 
1995 gradually reached 34%o in May 1995, but 
started declining from June 1995 (33.5%o) to 
September 1995 (29%o). The water temperature 
which was 21°C in January 1995 gradually rose 
to 330c in May 1995, but then gradually 
declined to 27°C in September 1995 (Fig. 4). As 
all the sides above the cement tank were open, 
there was bright sun light penetrating into the 
water. This led to the development of the 
filamentous alga Lyngbya sp. on the shells of the 
pearl oysters and the inner walls of the tank. 
Apart from the alga, ascidians and sponges were 
also observed on the oysters on a few occasions. 
During heavy rains, rainwater entered the tank 
causing severe dilution, bringing the salinity 
down to 15 to 18%o in 10 to 12 hours. 
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Fig. 4. Monthwise salinity and temperature values in the 
onshore pearl oyster tanks. 
Shore lab. (Visakhapatnam): By the end of 
September 1995 the salinity was 25%o. How-
ever, it came down to 18%o in the first week of 
October 1995 for about 5 days and gradually 
rose to 25%o by the end of this month. Seasonal 
fall in salinity for a few days during the northeast 
monsoon season is a common phenomenon 
along the Visakhapatnam coast. During 
Fig. 5. Plastic pool covered with dark cloth towards the 
final phase of the experiment at the shore lab. of 
Visakhapatnam. 
November - December 1995 and again in 
January 1996 salinity progressively increased to 
28 and 32%o respectively. Water temperature 
was 260C in October, 25^0 in November, 220C 
in December 1995, 26°C in January and 27°C 
in February 1996 (Fig. 4). 
There was no settlement of foulers on the 
pearl oysters due to the measures taken to store 
seawater before actual use. As the plastic pool 
was covered with dark cloth (Fig. 5), the 
filamentous alga Lyngbya sp. which settled on 
the pearl oysters while they were in cement 
tanks at Kakinada, were totally absent, although 
the seawater was not filtered. 
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Fig. 6. Growth of pearl oysters (P. jucatci In the Kakinada 
bay (The period 77 days to 113 days pertains to 
hatchery under artificial feeding). 
Growth 
Kaklnada bay: At the time of stocking in 
the Kaklnada bay, the young pearl oysters 
ranged from 10 to 18 mm In DVA with a mean 
value of 14.6 mm. They reached a mean size 
(DVA) of 27 mm after 19 days and 35 mm after 
36 days. The detsdls of mean size and size range 
are shown in Fig. 6. They reached a mean size 
of 45.6 mm within a range of 41-54 mm after 
77 days. At that stage they were transferred to 
the cement tank where they reached a mean size 
of 53.3 mm within a range of 47-60 mm after 
113 days of stocking in the bay. The growth 
was monitored Individually. The highest growth 
observed from the initial 12 mm to the final 58 
mm was 46 mm in 113 days, while the lowest 
growth from the initial 17 mm to the final 47 
mm was 30 mm during the same period. 
time of implantation in the first week of June 
1995. The size range was 39-60 mm (Fig. 8). 
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Fig. 7. Growth of pesirl oyster (P. fucatdi in the onshore 
cement tank. 
Cement tank: The pearl oysters in the 
cement tamks at the time of stocking ranged from 
10 to 19 mm with a mean size of 15 mm. They 
attained a mean size of 37.7 mm after 58 days 
within a size range of 31-44 mm (Fig. 7). They 
reached a mean size of 48.31 mm after 113 days 
within a DVA range of 39-55mm. In the tamk 
also the growth of 30 oysters was monitored 
individually throughout the period. The highest 
growth observed from the Initial 10 mm to the 
final 49 mm was 39 mm in 113 days while the 
lowest growth from the initial 18 mm to the final 
39 mm was 21 mm during the same period. 
The pearl oysters from the Kaklnada bay 
and the cement tank together kept in the shrimp 
hatchery attained a mean size of 50 mm at the 
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Fig. 8. Length frequency (DVA) distribution of P\x\ctxida 
Jucata at the time of implantation. 
Feeding 
The pearl oysters in the Kaklnada bay were 
left to feed naturally. As the oysters in the 
cement tank were supplied with filtered seawa-
ter, algal feed became essential. They were fed 
by adding different volumes of Chaetoceros 
culture to maintain the algal cell concentration 
in the tank at varjdng levels. In the beginning 
the algal cell concentration was maintained at 
10,000 cells/ml from 21.1.'95 to 26.2.'95 when 
the average size of the oysters was 15 mm. 
Subsequently it was increased to 20,000 cells/ 
ml from 21.2.'95 to 12.3.'95 when the average 
size of the oysters was 32 mm. Later it was 
doubled to 40,000 cells/ml from 12.3.'95 to 
20.3.'95 when the average size of the oysters was 
36 mm, and from 20.3.'95 onwards the algal cell 
concentration was constantly maintained at 
70,000 to 75,000 cells/ml when the average size 
of the oysters was 39 mm. From 26.2.'95 
onwards the algal culture contained a mixture 
of 80% Chaetoceros and 20% Isochrysis. After 
Implantation also the cell concentration and 
composition of algae were maintained at the 
above level (Fig. 9). 
Green mussel in pearl oyster culture tanks 
The algal cells were maintained at 10,000/ 
ml in the beginning of the experiment. The 
cement tank held 140 pearl oysters and about 
12,000 1 water. As the tank was kept open 
without any dark cover algal blooming occurred 
C-GRADE (18 9 
Fig. 9. Outdoor algal culture to feed pearl oysters. 
after about 4 days resulting in the mortality of 
about 40 pearl oysters. In view of the large 
volume of water and the necessity of maintaining 
proper algal cell concentration in the tank, 100 
green mussels [Pema viridis] of about 120 mm 
length each were spread uniformly on the bottom 
of the tank intermingled with the pearl oysters 
{Fig. 2). After the introduction of the green 
mussel, there was no blooming of algae, and the 
mortality of pearl oysters was negligible, in spite 
of doubling the algal concentration at frequent 
invervals upto 75,000 cells/ml. The mussels 
were maintained as long as the pearl oysters 
were in the open cement tank. However, after 
shifting the pearl oysters to the shore lab of 
Visakhapatnam in the last week of September 
1995, no green mussels were kept along with the 
pearl oysters, as dark covering was provided to 
prevent any algal blooming (Fig. 5). 
A-GRADE (48-6) 
B-GRADE (324 v.) 
Fig. 11. Composition of different grades of pearl with 
reference to gross production. 
Postoperative culture and harvest 
Implantation operation was carried out in 
the second week of June 1995. The pearl oysters 
were let into the cement tank one hour after 
operation. After a few hours they started feeding 
well and were found attached to the bottom from 
the next day onwards. There was absolutely no 
mortality in the next 2 months. During this 
period 41 oysters rejected the nuclei which were 
recovered from the tank. Nucleus rejection 
started one week after implantation and continu-
ed for two months. Later two oysters suffered 
mortality. A sample of about 16 oysters were 
opened in the last week of December, 1995 to 
assess pearl formation and quality (Fig. 10). In 
the first week of February 1996 X-ray images of 
pearl oysters were taken to segregate the oysters 
with pearls from those without pearls. The 
oysters with pearls, including natural pearls 
(back cover photo) were opened and the pearls 
extracted. A total of 37 pearls of different grades 
were obtained from the original 80 implanted 
pearl oysters. Thus the gross production of 
pearls worked out to about 46%. The details of 
pearls, gradewise are presented in Table 1. Grade 
'A' pearls formed 48.6%, followed by 32.4% of 'B' 
grade and 18.9% of 'C grade (Fig. 11). 
TABLE 1. Details of pearls produced gradewise 
Total No. of Gross production 'A' 'B' 'C 
operated oysters of pearls grade grade grade 
Actual 
No. 
80 37 
Fig. 10. A fully formed pearl before extraction from the Percentage 100 46 
oyster. 
18 12 7 
22.5 15.0 8.7 
Natural pearls 
Seven natural pearls of size varying from 1 
to 3 mm without any particular shape were 
extracted from 7 oysters. They were extracted 
from the intestinal area where they were found 
embedded Into the tissue. Most of them were 
silvery white in colour. Pearl oysters which 
yielded naturgd pearls formed 8.8% of the oyster 
population. 
Colour and size 
The round cultured pearls extracted from 
the oysters were uniformly cream or golden 
yellow in colour unlike the silvery white natural 
pearls. The diameter of grade 'A' pearls ranged 
from 3.07 to 3.78 mm Avith a mean of 3.32 mm, 
the 'B' grade pearls from 3.16 to 3.35 mm with 
a mean of 3.25 mm, and the 'C grade pearls from 
2.78 to 3.05 mm with a mean of 2.87 mm. No 
significant difference was found between the 
average diameter of the pearls extracted on the 
190th day and on the 230th day. 
Remarks 
The growth of pearl oyster P. Jucata 
observed in the Kakinada bay was quite high, 
compared to the growth in natural seawater 
conditions elsewhere (Fig. 6). Similarly the 
growth in the cement tank with phytoplankton 
feeding (Fig. 7) was also high. Since the 
maximum growth rate was obtEiined at 70,000 
to 75,000 cells of Choetoceros/ml between the 
58th and the 77th day from the start of the 
experiment (Fig. 7), this algal density can be 
considered to be optimum. The growth rate 
observed at this density was almost equal to 
the growth rate observed at the harbour point. 
These growth rates are the fastest observed in 
India, making It possible to obtain adult oysters 
for implantation in about six months under 
onshore tank conditions or highly productive 
high saline brackishwater to marine conditions 
as prevailing in the Kakinada bay. 
Pearl culture operations in India or 
elsewhere Eire confined to the open sea. In 
the present study pearl oysters were grown for 
the first time under less saline conditions (18 
to 32%o) over a prolonged period, in £md 
around the fisheries harbour area of the 
Kakinada bay and at VIsakhapatnam (Figs. 3 
& 5). Compared to the open sea conditions, 
the salinity in the experimental sites was rather 
low during the monsoon rains (18 to 25%o), 
but remained at about 30%o during the rest 
TABLE 2. Tentative economic projections for onshore marine 
pearl culture 
(^ Nonrecurring 
Cost of land* (1 ha) 
Cost of 4,000 m2 tanks 
with hard bottom and roof 
[@ Rs. 250/m2l 
Cost of backyard hatchery 
Cost of pumping, aeration and 
associated structures 
Power installation and generator 
Cost of algal production system 
(100 t/day) 
Cost of oyster cages and 
suspending materials 
Instruments for lab 
For one production cycle 
(B) Recurring (working capital) 
Wages 
Nuclear beads 
Instruments for implantation 
ChemicEds and glassware 
Power charges 
Repairs and replacement 
Total 
Repayment of term loan (A) 
with Interest spread over 5 years 
Grand total 
Rs. 
10,00,000 
10,00,000 
5,00,000 
3,00,000 
2,00,000 
2,00,000 
10,00,000 
2,00,000 
44,00,000 
6,00,000 
5,00,000 
50,000 
1,50,000 
50,000 
50,000 
14,00,000 
1,30,000 
27,00,000 
[Q Revenue 
Total gross return for 1,25,000 pearls 
@ 25% yield and Rs. 40/pearl 50,00,000 
(Total implanted oysters 5,00,000) 
P) Net profit (C - B) 23.00,000 
Percentage of profit 85.2 
* in the urban vicinity of VIsakhapatnam 
of the study period. Most of the bivalves are 
known to tolerate wide ranges in salinity, 
turbidity and temperature if they are well fed 
to compensate the stress on account of 
significant deviations from normal environmen-
tal conditions. Thus the productivity of the 
ecosystem seems to be a key factor in 
determining the growth of bivalves. This fact 
could be taken advantage of in onshore tank 
systems by maintaining phytoplankton density 
at the optimum levels. 
Another important factor often taken into 
consideration in pearl culture is the optimum 
depth, where oysters grow well and produce 
quality pearls. The present experiment has 
amply proved that the desired growth and pearl 
production can be achieved at a depth of about 
50 cm, and hence, the depth of water does not 
appear to be a limiting factor. This finding is 
of critical Importance as it paves the way for 
growing pearl oysters In low cost, shallow, 
onshore tanks, as construction of deeper tanks 
is costly. 
The problem of borers and foulers is 
minimum in onshore tank systems, as it is much 
easier to control all the conditions and eliminate 
mortality due to predation. 
The harvest of uniformly cream coloured 'A' 
grade pearls which accounted for about 49% of 
the total number of pearls produced and about 
20% of the gross Implanted pearl oysters Is 
economicailly attractive. The other grades 
could be made more attractive by proper 
processing. The formation of natural pearls at 
8% of the gross implanted oysters is an added 
advantage in the tank system. The chances of 
lodging of sand particles or food particles into 
the pearl oyster body are more in the tank 
system than in the wild or deeper waterbodies. 
The potential for producing valuable natural 
pearls in onshore tanks is advantageous to the 
entrepreneurs. 
The quality and colour of 'A' grade 
pearls and the very significant increase in the 
diameter of the pearls during the last 40 days 
of the experiment indicate that 3 mm pearls 
can be extracted in about 180-190 days from 
the day of implantation in the tank culture 
system. 
There is good possibility of segregating the 
oysters with nucleus from the nucleus-rejected 
oysters by the X-ray technique. As the nucleus-
rejected oysters could be reimplanted, gross 
pearl production could be enhanced substan-
tially. X-ray could also be used to assess and 
monitor nacre secretion and the quality of 
pearls while they are inside the mother oyster. 
It is thus possible to assess pearl production 
both qualitatively and quantitatively in advance, 
for further planning. A computer software 
programme on X-ray image processing of 
pearl oysters is being developed by Dr. V.S. 
Raghava of the Department of Computer 
Science and Engineering, Andhra University, 
Visakhapatnam. This programme should be 
able to make tank pearl culture operations more 
efficiently. 
Onshore pearl culture is less risky and 
highly lucrative (Table 2) compared to open sea 
pearl culture. It provides the opportunity to 
combine all key environmental factors together 
at the optimum level through good planning and 
management, thus making the onshore pearl 
culture highly successful. 
Further studies are required to improve the 
quality and colour of pearls by manipulating 
the feeds, and by improving the strains of 
P. Jucata by selective breeding. There is an 
urgent need for large scale farm trials for 
onshore pearl culture to assess more precisely 
its economics. 
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INCIDENTAL CATCH OF SEA TURTLES IN INDIA 
M. Rajagopalan, E. Vivekanandan, S. Krishna Pillai, M. Srinath and A. Bastian Fernando 
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, Cochin-682 014 
The sea turtle fauna of India 
Sea turtles are found all along the coast of 
India including the Lakshadweep and Andaman 
& Nicobar Islands. Five species inhabit the 
Indian waters (Table 1). All the species are 
capable of taking long distance migration. 
TABLE 1. Sea turtle fauna of India 
Species 
Lepidochehjs olivacea 
Chelonia mydas 
Eretmoc/ielys imbricata 
Caretta caretta 
Derrmchelys coriacea 
Common 
name 
Olive ridley 
Green turtle 
Hawksbill turtle 
Loggerhead 
Leatherback 
turtle 
turtle 
Feeding 
ground 
in India 
Present 
Present 
Present 
Present 
Not known 
Nesting 
ground 
in India 
Present 
Present 
Present 
Not known 
Present 
Lepidochelys olivacea (Olive ridley turtle) 
This is the most common sea turtle in 
Indian waters. Very heavy concentration of this 
species occurs in Orissa coast. Mass nesting 
occurs in a stretch of 15 km Gahirmatha beach 
during January-March every year. This species 
nests both in the east and west coasts of India, 
as well as in the Bay Islands. 
Chelonia mydas (Green turtle) 
This is the largest species found in the 
Indian waters. It occurs in the west and east 
coasts of India, Lakshadweep and Andaman & 
Nicobar Islands. The name Green turtle 
indicates the green colour of the fat. It is 
predominantly herbivorous and feeds on sea 
grass. This species was highly priced and there 
was a directed fishery for the green turtle in the 
1970s in the Gulf of Mannar area. 
Eretmochelys imbricata (Hawksbill turtle) 
It is comparatively a small sized turtle and 
numerically less abundant in the Indian waters 
than the other species. It is reported from 
Lakshadweep, southwest coast, Tamil Nadu and 
Andaman & Nicobar Islands. It feeds mainly on 
sponges, crabs emd molluscs. As it frequently 
feeds on poisonous marine animals, the flesh of 
this species is often reported to be poisonous. 
Caretta caretta (Loggerhead turtle) 
This species is reddish brown in colour and 
is characterised by a large head in relation to 
the body size. In India, it is recorded only from 
the Gulf of Mannar. It is a carnivore, feeding 
on crabs, fish and other benthic animals. 
Dermochelys coriacea (Leatherback turtle) 
Individuals of this species attain a weight 
of 500 kg. A thick leathery tissue covers the 
bones of the shells and hence the common 
name. Indiscriminate poaching of eggs in the 
1970s caused the disappearance of this species 
in the mainland coastal waters. However, they 
occur in pristine beaches and adjacent waters 
of Little Andamans and Nicobar Islands. 
The area, season and intensity of nesting 
of the sea turtles are given in Table 2. The 
mass nesting of the Olive ridley in India is 
among the most dense sea turtle nestings in 
SOME OF THE IMPORTANT 
NESTING GROUNDS OF 
OLIVE RIDLEY ALONG 
ORISSA COAST 
Fig. 1. Some of the important nesting grounds of Olive 
ridley along Orissa coast. 
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TABLE 2. Details on occurrence and nesting oj Jive species of sea turtles in India 
Species Occurrence Nesting area Nesting season Nesting intensity 
C. mydas 
E. imbricata 
D. coTiacea 
C. caretta 
L. olivacea 
Sporadic in 
coastal mainland 
& A & N Islands 
-do-
-do-
Tamil Nadu 
(spsirse) 
Almost 
throughout the 
mainland and 
bay Islands 
Gujarat (Kutch 
& Saurashtra) 
Maharashtra 
(Thane Dt) 
Tamil Nadu 
(Gulf of Mannar 
& Palk strait) 
A & N Islands 
Lakshadweep 
Tamil Nadu 
Andhra Pradesh 
Orissa 
Gujarat 
A & N Islands 
Lakshadweep 
Tamil Nadu 
A & N Islands 
Lakshadweep 
Not known 
Gujarat 
Maharashtra 
Goa 
Kamataika 
Kerala 
Tamil Nadu 
Andhra Pradesh 
Orissa 
West Bengal 
A & N Islands 
Lakshadweep 
July-J£inuary 
November-January 
June-September 
April-January 
December-April 
Not known 
July-September 
-do-
-do-
-do-
-do-
December-February 
-do-
-do-
-do-
-do-
June-September 
Moderate 
Sparse 
Sparse 
Moderate 
Moderate 
Extremely low 
-do-
-do-
Rare 
Moderate 
Rare 
Very rare 
Moderate 
Stray 
Moderate 
Stray 
Stray 
Stray 
Stray ' 
Moderate 
Moderate 
Mass nesting 
Moderate 
Moderate 
Stray 
the world. It is estimated that, on an average, 
about 2,40,000 female Olive rldleys nest every 
year (Table 3) in the Gahlrmatha beach, Orissa 
(Fig. 1) in a phenomenon called "arribada". 
Tagging experiments and observations by the 
coast guards suggest northwaird mass migration 
of the Olive ridleys off Sri Lankan waters in 
November. The turtles cover the entire 
southern part of the east coast of India to reach 
the mass nesting beach in Orissa coast during 
January (Fig. 2). A few ridleys stray and nest 
in Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh coast 
during the migration. The mass nesting occurs 
in two batches, the first major nesting during 
January-February and the second minor 
nesting in March. Prior to the peak mating 
period, large number of copulating pairs swim 
passively along the surface currents. The 
copulating pairs of Olive ridleys migrate from 
south to north, ie. towards the mass nesting 
site in the north (Gahlrmatha) and move 
parallel to the coast till they gather in very large 
numbers Just in front of the mass nesting zone. 
Mating takes place almost daily in the shallow 
waters at a distance remging from 50 metres 
to 5 km from the shore during October-
December. The mating ridleys exhibit little 
response to external disturbance until the 
process of copulation is over. Hence, the 
mating pair is highly vulnerable to fishing 
gears. 
Exploitation and predation 
In India, directed turtle fishery existed in 
the past in Orissa. Trade in the turtle eggs and 
turtle flesh existed every yeair along Orissa and 
West Bengal coasts during the 'arribada'. The 
Forest Department of Orissa issued license for 
collection of eggs and it was estimated that 1.5 
million eggs were legally removed in the 1973 
'arribada' season. The Govt, of Orissa ceased 
issuing licenses from the year 1975. Exploita-
tion of adult turtles existed till the early 1980s. 
Fig. 2. Map showing the intemesting and mass nesting 
activity phases of the Olive ridley during the 
1983-'84 season. 
It is estimated that 50.000-80,000 adult Olive 
ridleys comprising of both the sexes were 
captured off Gahirmatha during every nesting 
season upto 1981-'82. During 1982-'83, due to 
vigilgmce by the Forest Department, Govt, of 
Orissa, West Bengal and coast guard, poaching 
of sea turtles in the high seas was reduced to 
10,000. From 1983, marketing the turtles was 
totally stopped and directed fishery was also 
stopped. Since then, turtles succumb only as 
incidental catch and the carcasses are washed 
ashore in the Gahirmatha beach. 
Similar directed fishery existed in Gulf of 
Mannar and Palk Bay in Tamil Nadu. The turtles 
were exploited by employing special type of wall 
nets. In the 1960s, it was estimated that 3,000-
4,000 turtles were landed every yeeir between 
Pamban and Kanycikumciri. In the Palk Bay, 
about 1,000 turtles were landed annually. The 
Green turtle formed 75% of the catch; Olive 
ridley and Loggerhead together formed 20% of 
the catch. The turtles were sent to Tuticorin 
market. FoUoAving action by the Dept. of Forest, 
Govt, of Tamil Nadu, the turtle exploitation and 
trade were stopped in the early 1980s. 
Prior to the 1960s, turtles were exported to 
Sri Lanka and turtle shells to France, U.K. and 
several other countries. The export of chelonian 
flesh cind products was stopped in 1977. 
The type of exploitation in India in the 
1960s and the 1970s could be categorised as 
follows: 
(1) Directed turtle fishery for meat and shell; 
(ii) Exploiting the adult female when it comes 
to the beach for nesting; (iii) Exploitation of eggs 
for humem consumption; predation of eggs by 
dogs and jackals; (iv) Predation of hatchlings by 
birds and dogs. 
TABLE 3. Number of Olive ridley nestings in Gahirmatha 
(Orissa) from 1976-'96 
Year Months Number of nests 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
Average 
Not available 
Not available 
Not available 
Not available 
Not available 
Not available 
Not available 
February 
January-March 
January, March 
April 
January, March 
February 
January 
March 
March, April 
January-March 
March 
j£uauary-March 
1,50.000 
1.50,000 
2,00,000 
1,30,000 
2,00,000 
2,00,000 
200 
2,00,000 
5,00,000 
2,87,000 
48,000 
6.02,000 
100 
3,25,600 
2,58,000 
6,10,000 
3,21,700 
Not available 
2,00,000 
Not available 
2,00,000 
2,40,000 
Conservation 
In order to prevent poaching and protect the 
sea turtle population, the Govt, of India 
developed conservation and management mea-
sures. The turning point was the promulgation 
of the Indian Wildlife (Protection) Act (1972) 
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TABLE 4. Number of mechanised, non-mechanised and motorised craft in India 
State 
West Bengal 
Orissa 
Andhra Pradesh 
Tamil Nadu 
Pondl cherry 
Kerala 
Kamataka 
Goa 
Maharashtra 
Gujarat 
A & N Islands 
Lakshadweep 
Total 
Mechanised craft 
1980 1990 1994 
1,054 
469 
580 
2,627 
176 
3,038 
2,004 
908 
4,718 
3,413 
10 
213 
19,210 
1,880 
1,796 
4,082 
4,500 
561 
5,026 
3,730 
736 
6,451 
5,215 
184 
410 
34,571 
1,880 
2,453 
8,911 
8,230 
553 
4,206 
3,655 
850 
7,930 
8,365 
230 
443 
47,706 
Non-mechanised 
1980 1990 
4,061 
9,728 
36.013 
43,343 
1,750 
26,271 
6,942 
2,513 
7,928 
4,120 
N.A. 
N.A. 
1.42,669 
4,361 
13,791 
50,333 
39,969 
5,293 
27,104 
11,860 
2,445 
17,441 
7.795 
964 
740 
1,82.096 
craft 
1994 
4,091 
7,796 
54,000 
26,737 
5,900 
27,873 
11,952 
1,100 
9,888 
8,370 
1,180 
780 
1,59,667 
Motorised craSt 
1980 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1990 
270 
529 
1688 
3298 
332 
7934 
190 
675 
286 
1154 
124 
225 
26171 
1994 
270 
529 
3,269 
5,340 
365 
12,913 
1,189 
900 
4.701 
4,283 
160 
298 
36,141 
1980 
5,115 
10,197 
36,593 
45,970 
1,926 
29,309 
8,946 
3,421 
12,646 
7,533 
10 
213 
Total 
1990 
6.511 
16,116 
56,103 
47,767 
6,186 
40,064 
15,780 
3,856 
24,178 
14,164 
1,272 
1,375 
1994 
6,241 
12,702 
66,180 
40.307 
6.818 
44.992 
16,796 
2,850 
22,519 
21,018 
1,570 
1,521 
1,61.879 2,33,372 2.43,514 
N.A. = Not available. 
wherein all species of sea turtles are placed as 
endcingered species in Schedule 1 and are 
thereby protected. India is a member of the 
Convention of International Trade in Endangered 
Species of Fauna and Flora (CITES), which 
prohibits trade in turtle products by party 
countries. In June 1981, India became a party 
to the Bonn Convention on the Conservation of 
Migratory Species of Wild Animals. To protect 
the sea turtles, Bhitarkanika and Gahirmatha 
(65,000 ha) in Orissa were declared as wildlife 
sanctuaries in 1975. These sanctuaries are 
situated in Kanika Island and includes 12 other 
offshore islands and several beaches. In 
addition, the coastal mainland has 4 national 
parks and 17 protected areas. There are 94 
sanctuaries in the Andaman & Nicobar Islands. 
Nevertheless, there was a subsistence 
fishery for the Green turtle and the Olive ridley, 
the former in the Gulf of Mannar and the latter 
along Orissa and West Bengal coast primarily for 
the Calcutta market. In the early 1980s, sea 
patrol was effectively activated and surveillemce 
strengthened for strict enforcement of the Acts 
and Legislations. The poachers were arrested 
with the help of coast guard vessels. These 
measures effectively prevented poaching and 
directed activities on sea turtle exploitation were 
phased out during 1980-'83. 
In addition to prevention of poaching, 
different agencies, viz. mari t ime s ta te 
governments and union territories particularly 
Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Orissa, Gujarat, 
Andaman & Nicobar Islands and numerous non-
governmental agencies are engaged in sea turtle 
conservation activities. The Universities in 
Orissa have conducted pioneering studies on the 
hatching mechanism of Olive ridley eggs. The 
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute 
(ICAR) conducted exhaustive studies on the 
TABLE 5. Incidental catch of sea turtles in fishing gears; the 
data pertain to the observed number of sea turtles 
in fish landing centres during J 985-'95 
Sta te 
West Bengal 
Orissa 
Andhra Pradesh 
Tamil Nadu 
Kerala 
Kamataka 
Maharashtra 
Total 
Species 
Olive ridley 
Olive ridley 
Olive ridley 
& Green turtle 
Olive ridley, 
Green turtle 
HawksbiU & 
Loggerhead 
Olive ridley. 
Green turtle 
& Loggerhead 
Olive ridley 
Olive ridley 
Incidenta l c a t c h 
Month N u m b e r 
December-February 
December-February 
December-March 
All months 
All months 
November 
November-April 
23 
21 
79 
21 
33 
2 
6 
150» 
335 
Gear 
Gill net 
Gill net 
Gill net 
Gill net 
Shoreseine 
Trawl net 
Trawl net 
Hooks 
& line 
Gill net 
Trawl net 
* stranded young ones; gear not specified. 
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nesting in Tamil Nadu and Gahirmatha coasts. 
The CMFRI installed a hatchery for the Olive 
ridley in Kovalam (near Madras) and conducted 
a recovery programme, in which 53,000 hatch-
lings of the Olive ridley were released to the sea 
during 1978-'86. The CMFRI also reared the 
Olive ridley hatchlings for 4 years and studied 
the growth under captivity; conducted experi-
ments on food preference of the hatchlings, yolk 
utilization during egg development and 
behaviourad pattern during nesting. 
TABLE 6. Fishing gears responsible for incidental catch of sea 
turtles 
Gear 
% in total 
incidental catch 
Gill net 
Trawl net 
Shore seine 
Hooks & line 
76.5 
17.8 
3.2 
2.5 
The conservation and management strate-
gies evolved by these organisations for effective 
protection of the sea turtle population are: (i) 
Habitat preservation of the present critical areas, 
already identified vulnerable areas, new areas 
and the national sea shore system; (ii) Species 
preservation through recovery programmes, trans-
location of nests and setting up of hatcheries; 
(iii) Legislation and enforcement of prevalent 
laws and regulations and future requirements; 
(iv) Research pertaining to biology, ecology, 
reproductive physiology, endocrinology, behaviour 
and (v) Education, training and extension among 
the public especially children on the importance 
of turtles and need for their conservation, and 
of the supervisory personnel. 
In addition to these, the CMFRI developed 
a national programme for: (i) Surveying and 
demarcating nesting grounds of sea turtles 
along the Indian coasts and the bay islands; 
H) Monitoring incidental catch of turtles in 
fishing operations and finding ways and means 
of minimising the same; (iii) Developing 
hatchery and hatchling release programme; (iv) 
Carrying out tagging of turtles to understand 
their papulation structure, migratory habits, 
grovrth, longevity and mortality rates; (v) 
Investigating biological aspects and behaviour 
of turtles; and (vi) Strengthening the National 
Marine Living Resources Data Centre (NMLRDC) 
for the acquisition and dissemination of data 
on sea turtles from the Exclusive Economic 
Zone. 
The CMFRI conducted a national workshop 
on sea turtle conservation in 1984 in Madras. The 
Marine Biological Association of India conducted 
an International symposium on the endangered 
marine animals and marine parks in 1985 in 
Cochin. The CMFRI has published the research 
findings in the form of proceedings, bulletins, 
special publications, research papers etc. 
The concerted effort of all the concerned 
organisations during the 1970s and the 1980s 
helped, to a large extent, in arresting the 
massacre of sea turtle population. 
Incidental catch 
A major threat which persists is the 
incidental catch of turtles in fishing gears like 
trawl net and gill net. The total number of 
mechanised craft has increased from 19,210 in 
1980 to 47,706 in 1994 (Table 4). Almost the 
entire fishing fleet exploit the inshore area <50 
m depth, exerting enormous pressure on the 
living resources. 
Table 7. Number of dead olive ridley stranded in the 
Gahirmatha beach due to incidental catch in 
fishing gears 
Year 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
NA = Not 
Number of 
dead turtles 
7,500 
392 
694 
531 
360 
available 
Year 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
Number of 
dead turtles 
422 
408 
NA 
1,000 
1,500 
The CMFRI besides its headquarters has 12 
research centres and 30 field centres along the 
coast from where data on exploited marine 
fishery resources from artisanal and industrial 
sectors are being collected and evaluated. The 
Institute is at an advantage that a fund of field 
data is being collected by the staff which help 
in the proper monitoring of marine living 
resources. The National Marine Living Resource 
Data Centre (NMLRDC) of the Institute is a 
repository of the data. The NMLRDC also 
collects data on the incidental catch of sea 
turtles in all the fish landing centres by 
designating code number for the five species of 
sea turtles for facilitating computer analysis. 
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With the aid of simple line drawings and 
photographs, field identification characters of 
these species, specieswise information on 
sightings, incidental catch in fishing operations, 
observations from the nesting grounds and so 
on could be collected in the designed proformae 
(Proforma 1, 11 and 111). 
Table 8. Monthly variation in the stranding / incidental 
catch of adult olive ridley in Gahirmatha 
Month % of stranded 
turtles 
Month % of stranded 
turtles 
September 
October 
November 
December 
January 
February 
0.1 
2.5 
8.3 
25.8 
38.1 
23.6 
Meu-ch 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
1.2 
0.4 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
From the data thus collected on the 
incidental catch in all the maritime states during 
1985-'95, it could be observed that 335 sea 
turtles were incidentally caught all over the 
Indian coasts (barring Gahirmatha coast) (Table 
5). It is estimated that 17.8% of the incidental 
catch was by the trawlers and 76.5% by the gill 
netters (Table 6). The prime objective of CMFRl 
survey is the collection of data on the marine 
landings by following stratified random sampling 
method. TTie incidental catch of sea turtles given 
in Table 5 is the number of turtles which were 
incidentally caught in the Ashing gears only on 
the observation days in the sampling centres. 
There is no estimates on the total incidental 
catch. Also, there is no record on the number 
of sea turtles which are caught and discarded 
in the sea. Hence, the actual number of sea 
turtles incidentally caught in India (barring 
Gahirmatha) by fishing gears must be much 
higher than 335. 
Nevertheless, the incidental catch appears to 
have sharply decreased considering the large 
scale capture in earlier years. The reasons for the 
decline despite increase in the number and effi-
ciency of fishing craft are: (i) Awareness of the 
fishermen to release the turtles; (ii) Lack of 
demand for turtle meat even if brought to the 
shore due to vigilance by different agencies; and 
(iii) implementation of a 3 km inshore fishing bgin 
on mechanised trawlers to prevent massive an-
nual incidental take. 
Incidental catch in the mass nesting area 
Observations on the stranded sea turtles in 
a stretch of 10 km at Gahirmatha beach revealed 
that 7,500 Olive ridley carcasses were washed 
ashore during 1983 (Table 7). The turtles were 
washed ashore due to entangling in fishing 
operations conducted off Paradip and adjacent 
fishing areas, the carcasses drifting northwards 
and reaching the Gahirmatha beach. Thanks to 
the stringent measures taken by the forest 
officials of Orissa and West Bengal state 
governments and with the ban on fishing 
activities during mass nesting, the mortality 
declined in the subsequent years. The mortcdity 
was maximum during December-February (Table 
8) and 87.5% of the annual strandings was 
during this period. 
Conclusions 
Considering the present status of sea turtle 
exploitation and incidental catch, especially that 
of the Olive ridley in the Gahirmatha coast, the 
following conclusions could be drawn: 
(i) due to strict vigilance, exploitation of 
adults and eggs has been effectively reduced. 
(li) Estimates on the incidental mortality of 
sea turtles due to fishing activity are not 
available. However, observations and sample 
surveys suggest that incidental catch has 
reduced following ban on fishing off Gahirmatha 
during the mass nesting period and ban on 
mechanised fishing in shallow waters (within 3 
km from the shore) throughout the year all along 
the Indian coast. 
(iii) Gill netters are responsible for 76.5% 
of incidental mortality of sea turtles. 
(iv) The number of nesting Olive ridley 
females in the Gahirmatha coast has not 
reduced in the 1990s compared to earlier years. 
Recommendations 
(i) A mechanism has to be developed for 
properly estimating the incidental catch of sea 
turtles in the fishing gears. The CMFRI may be 
identified for evolving the mechanism and for 
implementing the programme. 
(ii) Fishing off Gahirmatha by the Paradip 
based mechanised vessels may be totally banned 
during peak mating and nesting season of the 
Olive ridley, I.e. during October-March. This will 
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ANNEXURE I 
NATIONAL MARINE LIVING RESOURCES DATA CENTRE (NMLRDC) 
CENTRAL MARINE FISHERIES RESEARCH INSTITUTE, COCHIN-682 014 
PROFORMA 1 
DATA ON SEA TURTLES AT FISH LANDING CENTRES 
Species : NMLRDC's Code No 
Location : Sex : 
Date : Dead or Live : 
Evidence of any previous tag ; Yes/No 
If yes, give details of Tag number, etc 
New tag number if tagged 
and released: 
Carapace length (Straight Line) : cm Total weight ; kg 
Carapace width (Straight line) : cm 
Evidence of any injury : Yes/No. If Yes, give details 
If incidental catch in fishing gear, type of 
fishing craft and gear used : 
Any turtle trade in that area : Yes/No. If yes, give details 
Any turtle egg trade in that area : Yes/No. 
If Yes give details: 
Any incident of turtle poisoning : Yes/No. If yes, give details. 
Remarks : 
Investigator : 
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ANNEXURE H 
Species : 
Location : 
Date : 
Whether condition 
Surf Temperature 
NATIONAL MARINE LIVING RESOURCES DATA CENTRE (NMLRDC) 
CENTRAL MARINE FISHERIES RESEARCH INSTHUTE, COCHIN-682 014 
PROFORMA II 
DATA ON SEA TURTLES 
NMLRDCs Code No 
Sex 
Time : From T o . 
Sand temperature 
Evidence of any 
previous tag : Yes/No. If yes, give details of Tag number, etc 
New tag number if tagged and released: 
Carapace length (Straight Line) : cm Total weight 
Carapace width (Straight line) : cm 
Evidence of any injury : Yes/No. If Yes, give details : 
kg 
If incidental catch in fishing gear, type of 
fishing craft and gear used : 
Surf Condition : 
Number of eggs 
Distance of nest 
high water line : (m) 
Any predation of eggs on 
nesting beaches : Yes/No. If Yes, give details: 
Remarks : 
Investigator : 
NATURE OF CRAWL (Draw a sl^ etcli of crawling pattern in tfie box) 
BEACH SURFACE 
SEA 
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ANNEXURE in 
NATIONAL MARINE LIVING RESOURCES DATA CENTRE (NMLRDC) 
CENTRAL MARINE FISHERIES RESEARCH INSTTTUrE, COCHIN-682 014 
PROFORMA 111 
DATA ON SEA TURTLES TAKEN AS INCIDENTAL CATCH IN HSHING AND TAGGING OPERATIONS 
Species : 
Location 
NMLRDC's Code No. 
Sex : 
Date : 
Time of capture : 
Gear operated :.... 
Depth : 
Time of release : 
Depth at which operated 
Evidence of any previous tag : Yes/No. 
If yes, give details of Tag number, etc ;. 
New tag number if tagged and released: 
Carapace length (Straight Line) : cm Total weight : kg 
Carapace width (Straight line) : cm 
Evidence of any injury : Yes/No. If Yes, give details : 
Evidence of any eectoparasite : Yes/No. If Yes, give details : 
Any sighting of matching of 
turtiles in that area ; Yes/No. If Yes, give details: 
Remarks : 
Investigator : 
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LARGE SCALE EXPLOITATION OF SACRED CHANK XANCUS PYRUM 
USING MODIFIED TRAWL NET ALONG RAMESWARAM COAST. TAMIL NADU 
A.P. Lipton, P. ThiUalrajan, M. Bose, J.R. RamaUngam and K. Jayabalan 
Mandapam Regional Centre of CMFRI, Mandapam Canq) - 623 520 
Introduction 
The sacred chank, Xancus pynim is a 
gregarious, large gastropod and its habitat 
forms distinct chank bed. Homell as early as 
1922 described the chank beds in depths of 
10 to 20 metres in the Gulf of Mannar and 
are considered as the most important ones in 
the country although there are other chank 
beds along the Gulf of Kutch and the southwest 
coast of India. The chank bed in the Gujarat 
coast is found on or above the coral reefs. The 
fine sand of silky texture with loosely l}ang 
small corals, other 'paar' detritus and filamen-
tous green algae support the chanks in the 
chank beds in Tamil Nadu coast. The chanks 
are either hand picked from shore area or 
collected by diving in selected chank beds 
during certain seasons. They also form by-
catches in bottom set gill nets and trawl nets. 
Along the south Kerala coast, directed exploi-
tation using long lines from December to March 
is in vogue (Appukuttan et al, 1980. Mar. Fish. 
Infer. Serv.. T & E Ser., No. 24: 10-24. 
In Tamil Nadu until recently, the chank 
fishing a t selected cen t res along the 
Ramanathpuram coast was the monopoly of 
the government of Tamil Nadu. Due to the 
liberalisation of rules, presently specific exploi-
tation is taking place in traditional as well as 
new chank bed areas. This report highlights the 
specific exploitation for chanks along the 
Rameswaram coast and the probable Impact of 
such fishing. 
Area and method of specific exploitation 
The nets used for the specific exploitation 
of chanks are colloquially called as "Chanku 
madi". It is a modified shrimp trawl net to suit 
the purpose. The grounds off Rameswaram 
coast from Neduntivu to the adjacent places of 
Thalaimannar off" Sri Lanka coast in a north to 
south direction at a depth ranging from 12 to 
16m are trawled. The location showing the area 
of chank fishing is given in Fig. 1. 
55 79' 
Fig. 1. Areas off Rameswaram in Tamil Nadu where 
"Chanku madi" is operated for exploitation of chanks. 
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Details of "Chanku madl" and its operation 
In the shrimp trawl net, 110-115 sinkers are 
attached while in the "Chanku madi" there are 
300-350 sinkers per net which totally weigh 
about 60 to 70 kg. The cod end mesh size in 
the shrimp trawl is usually 25 mm whereas it 
is 40 mm in the chank net. The increased mesh 
size is to clear the mud and other debris which 
normally clog the small meshes. The trawling 
speed for "Chanku madi" is kept half (2.5 km/ 
hr) that of the fish trawling speed. Against two 
hauls each of four hours duration per trip for 
the shrimp trawl "Chanku madi" is hauled for 
every half an hour and 10 to 12 such hauls are 
made per trip. The cost of a "Chanku madi" is 
Rs. 8,000/- while it would cost Rs. 7,000/- only 
for a shrimp trawl. 
Species composition and catcli particulars in 
"Chanku madi" 
As the operation of "Chanku madi" is a 
clandestine one, the catches obtained are imme-
diately shifted to the chank godowns owned by 
the persons operating the "Chanku madi". How-
ever, it was possible to get information about the 
catch particulars and morphometric measure-
ments of the chanks. The majority of the catch 
comprised of the chank Xancus pyrum followed 
by rays, star fishes and sea cucumbers. Table 1 
indicates the catch composition of different 
species of fish and molluscs. 
TABLE 1. Species composition observed in "Chanku madi"* 
Species Average 
catch 
(in kg) 
% 
Xancus (= Turbinella) pyrum 153 61.22 
Trygon (= Amphotistius) kuhlii 41 16.33 
Starfishes and other echinoderms 5 02.04 
Holothuria 51 20.41 
• Based on 10 hauls. 
Morphometric measurements 
Among the Xancus pyrum the variety 
Xancus pyrum var. obtusa (or 'Patti' in Tamil) is 
the dominant one comprising almost 100% of 
the population of chanks along the Tamil Nadu 
coast. The length and MSD-wise frequency of 
occurrence of the chanks Eire given in Table 2. 
Estimation of total catch of chanks 
During the off season for shrimps, the 
trawlers which operate for specific chank 
exploitation brought an estimated catch of 150 
kg of chank/boat/day which amounted to an 
estimated monthly catch of 54,000 kg which is 
equivalent to about 1.5 lakh chanks. 
TABLE 2. Length and MSD-wise distribution of Xancus 
pyrum var. obtusa caught in "Chanku madi" 
Length 
Class 
(mm) 
91-100 
101-110 
111-120 
121-130 
131-140 
141-150 
151-160 
161-170 
171-180 
181-190 
191-200 
201-210 
211-220 
Percentage 
22.6 
30.2 
11.3 
07.6 
03.8 
07.6 
07.5 
05.6 
01.9 
-
-
-
01.9 
MSD' 
Class 
(mm) 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
71-80 
81-90 
91-100 
101-110 
111-120 
121-130 
131-140 
141-150 
151-160 
161-170 
Percentage 
07.5 
35.9 
20.7 
13.2 
11.3 
05.7 
03.8 
-
01.9 
-
-
-
-
•MSD = Maximum shell diametre. 
Reasons for exploitation of chanks 
There is an increased demand for chank 
shells over the years and the traditional diving 
could not cater to the demand. Depending on 
size, the polished chanks fetch a price ranging 
from Rs. 150 to 500. The recent price of shells 
at landing centre and polished product at shops 
TABLE 3. Price structure of Xancus pyrum sliells (1996) 
Size 
as 
MSD 
(mm) 
100 to 
80 to 
70 to 
60 to 
120 
100 
80 
70 
60 and below 
Wormed 
Price at 
landing 
centre 
(Rs.) 
150 
80 
60 
25 
to 180 
to 100 
to 75 
to 30 
5.00 
5.00 
Price at 
private 
godown 
(Rs.) 
150 to 250 
100 to 150 
50 to 100 
35 to 40 
10.00 
10.00 
Price of 
polished 
product 
(Rs.) 
500.00 
200.00 
150 to 200 
50 to 75 
20.00 
-
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are given in Table 3. In addition, the dried 
operculum is sold at a price ranging from Rs. 
280 to 450/- per kg. The dried operculum is 
in great demand and is exported for pharmaceu-
tical purposes as well as for use as an ingredient 
in incense stick manufacturing industries. 
Increased profit fetched by the chank more than 
the shrimps is another reason for the exploita-
tion of the chanks. 
Adverse impact of "Chanku madi" 
Operation of "Chanku madi" with more 
number of sinkers and frequent haullngs 
destroys the bottom biota including the chank 
egg capsules in the chank beds. 
In Rameswaram area six traditional chank 
beds ('Paars') adjacent to coral reefs are totally 
destroyed by the operation of "Chanku madi". 
The divers Informed that the size of chanks 
available at present are smaller compared to 
those of previous years. As chanks are slow 
growing gastropods and the fecundity is low, the 
dislodging of egg capsules by "Chemku madi" will 
result in the depletion of stocks. 
The heavy sinkers of "Chanku madi" plough 
the bottom sediments 15 cm deep and all the 
soil biota in this layer are dislodged and 
damaged. This aspect requires special attention 
by the authorities as the food chain will be 
invariably altered/affected. Lured by the income 
from the sale of chanks and sea cucumbers, 
nowadays a "Chanku madi" is kept in every 
trawler in addition to other nets. Whenever 
trawling for shrimps/fish yields less catch, the 
"Chanku madi" is operated and rich hauls of 
shells and holothurians are taken. No doubt the 
operation of "Chanku madi" will result in the 
destruction of the bottom biota including chanks 
and would lead to environmental degradation. 
Our sincere thanks are due to Dr. K.A. 
Narasimham, Head, MoUuscan Fisheries Divi-
sion, to have kindly gone through the manu-
script and offered suggestions. 
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MADRAS FISHERIES HARBOUR - A STATUS REPORT FOR 1995 
B. Vivekanandan 
Madras Research Centre of Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, Madras - 600 006 
Madras Fisheries Harbour is one of the 
largest fisheries harbours In the east coast of 
India. It provides base for mechanised as well 
as indigenous fishing crafts. It is estimated 
that 480 trawlers, 20 mechanised gill netters, 
25 motorised and 200 nonmotorised 
catamarans make use of this harbour. The 
annual fish landings in 1995 were 38.251 
tonnes; the trawlers contributing 96.1% of the 
landings. 
Trawlers 
The 480 trawlers are of three different 
length categories, viz. 32', 36' and 40-45', with 
horse-power ranging between 65 and 120. The 
small trawlers (32 and 36') are engaged in daily 
voyage or occasionally undertake 2 day voyage 
and operate between Pudhupatnam (south of 
Madras) sind Sriharikota (north of Madras) in 
15-40 m depth. The larger trawlers (40-45') 
conduct voyages lasting upto 6 days off 
Nizampatnam, which is 315 km northeast of 
Madras (Fig. 1). The depth of operation of the 
larger trawlers is 15-60 m (Table 1). 
The trawl effort (Fig. 2) and landings (Fig. 
3), particularly those of the larger trawlers 
increased over the years. In 1995, about 56% 
of the total trawl effort (fishing hours) and 59% 
of the total landings were by the larger trawlers. 
The smaller trawlers are being phased out 
gradually. Addition of larger trawlers to the fleet 
has enabled intensification of fishing in the 
hitherto underexploited areas. 
However, most of the trawling activity was 
restricted to depth within 50 m. The trawlers 
spent only 7.8% of the total effort in depth 
beyond 50 m and regdised 10.0% of the total 
landings (Table 2). 
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TABLE 1. Operational details of fishing vessels in Madras Fisheries Harbour in 1995 
Parameters 
Number of boats 
Engine horsepower 
Duration of voyage 
Area of operation 
Distance from 
shore (km) 
Depth (m) 
Gear 
Fishing hour/unit , 
Fishing effort in 
depth > 50 m (% of 
total effort) 
No. of hauls/unit 
Duration of haul (h) 
Manpower/unit 
Diesel (1/day) 
Ice (t/unlt) 
Flshhold capacity (t) 
P.patnam = Pudhupa 
32' 
100 
65 
12h 
P. patnam 
S.harikota 
tnam 
5-18 
15-40 
6-9 
Nil 
2-3 
3 
5 
150 
0.3 
0.5 
Trawler 
36' 
80 
90 
24h 
P. patnam 
K.patnam 
5-20 
15-80 
Shrimp trawl 
15-18 
5 
6 
3 
5-6 
150 
0.75 
0.75 
K.patnam = Rrishnapatn 
40-46' 
300 
120 
4-6 days 
off N. 
patnam 
5-15 
15-60 
30-50 
10 
12-20 
3-5 
6 
200 
3 
5 
am, N 
Gillnetter 
20 
60 
48h 
Madras-
S.harikota 
8-20 
40-80 
Drift net 
24 
50 
2 
12 
5-6 
150 
0.3 
0.5 
Motorised 
Catamaran 
Bag, 
net 
1.5 
Nil 
2-3 
0.5 
16 
25 
6-10 
8h 
off 
Madras 
2-5 
<15 
trammel, 
net 
1.5 
Nil 
2-3 
0.5 
3 
Nor 
Cat 
>-motorised 
amaran 
200 
6h 
Madras-
Pulicat 
gill 
net 
3-6 
Nil 
2-3 
1.5 
3 
patnam = Nizampatnam, S.harikota 
2-3 
>15 
hook & 
line 
5-7 
NU 
2-3 
2 
3 
= Sriharikota 
The catch/h increased upto 1991 (110.8 
kg/h) subsequently, it declined sharply and was 
only 48.3 kg/h in 1995 (Fig. 4). The long 
voyage trawlers discarded 2,671 t of trash fish 
in 1995, which is equivalent to about Rs. 0.5 
crore. The daily voyage trawlers landed the 
entire catch. 
In the coastal area between Pudhupatnam 
and Nizampatnam, the area between 15 and 50 
m depth (4,000 sq. km) is being fully exploited 
by the Madras based trawlers. As the yield per 
fishing intensity is higher in the depth more 
than 50 m (98.7 kg/sq.km/OOOh) compared to 
depth less than 50 m (11.8 kg/sq.km/OOOh) 
(Table 4), there is considerable scope to increase 
the trawling effort beyond 50 m. However, less 
abundance of shrimps in depth beyond 50 m has 
forced the trawl operators to restrict fishing in 
depth less than 50 m. In 1996, the tendency 
of the fishermen is to venture further north of 
Nizampatnam rather than fish in the deeper 
waters. 
Gillnetters 
There are only 20 mechanised vessels which 
operate drift gill net. The fishing area of 
these vessels is between Madras and Sriharikota 
(Table 1). 
The effort, catch and ca tch/h have 
increased over the years. During 1984-'86 the 
annual average effort, catch and catch/h were 
20,808 h, 270 t and 13.0 kg/h, respectively and 
in 1995, the corresponding estimates were 
47,568 h, 822 t and 17.3 kg/h. 
In 1995, about 50% of the landings was 
from depth more than 50 m. Considering the 
number performance (Table 2) and operational 
income (Table 3), the number of drift gill netters 
could be substantially increased. 
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TABLE 2. Effort and catch of mechanised ijessels in Madras 
Fisheries Harbour during 1995 
80" 81° 
Fig. 1. Fishing areas of Madras based vessels. 
a. Area under trawling (4650 sq.km), 
b. Areas under Intensive trawling (1250 sq.km) by 
small and large trawlers 
c. Area under mechanized gill net fishing (270 sq.km), 
d. Area under artisanal fishing (40 sq.km). 
Catamaran 
During the past 15 years a few artisanal 
gears were introduced and a few others were 
phased out. Trammel net and pannu valai (gill 
net) were introduced; madha valai (bag net), ara 
valai and irukka valai (gill nets) and boat seine 
were also phased out. 
The effort of eda valai (bag net), kavaJa valai 
(gill net) and hooks & line increased. The annual 
landings increased from 239 t (1980-'83) to 
682 t (1995; Table 5). 
Parameters Trawler Total Gillnetter 
Effort 
Daily voyage 
Number of vessels 180 
Number of units 
Fishing hours 
<50m 
>50m 
Total 
Total catch 
Landings (t) 
• <50m depth 
>50m depth 
Total 
Catch/unit (kg) 
Catch/h (kg) 
<50m depth 
>50m depth 
Mean 
Trash 
per unit (kg) 
t/year 
43,963 
3,13,500 
(95.0%) 
16,500 
(5.0%) 
330,000 
13,869 
(92.5%) 
1,125 
(7.5%) 
14,994 
341 
44.2 
68.2 
45.4 
60 
2,638 
% in total landings 17.5 
Discard 
per unit (kg) 
t/year 
Nil 
Nil 
% in total landings Nil 
Long voyage 
300 
10.684 
3,84,624 
(90.0%) 
42,736 
(10.0%) 
427,360 
19,077 
(87.7%) 
2,676 
(12.3%) 
21,753 
2,036 
49.6 
62.6 
50.9 
250 
2,671 
12.3 
250 
2,671 
12.3 
480 
54,647 
6,98,124 
(92.2%) 
59,236 
(7.8%) 
757.360 
32,946 
(89.7%) 
3,801 
(10.3%) 
36,747 
5,309 
14.4 
250 
2,671 
7.3 
20 
1,982 
23,784 
(50.0%) 
23,784 
(50.0%) 
47,568 
411 
(50.0%) 
411 
(50.0%) 
822 
415 
17.3 
17.3 
17.3 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
700 
600-
500 
400 
8 
0 3 0 0 
uZOO 
- I ' 
? 
o 
100 
84 86 88 
Y E 
90 
R 
92 94 
Fig. 2. Estimated annuaJ effort of trawlers at Madras. 
Inset: The increasing effort of long voyage trawlers. 
All the lines are eyefits. 
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TABLE 3. Value of fish landiiigs from mechanised vessels in 
Madras Fisheries Harbour during 1995 
TABLE 4. Area of trawling and yield/fishing intensity of 
Madras based commercial trawlers 
Parameters 
Value (Rs.) 
Trawler 
Daily voyage Long voyage 
Total Gillnetter 
Depth (m) 
15- 50 
50-100 
15-100 
Potential area 
of trawling 
(sq.km) 
4,000 
2,170 
6,170 
Area under 
trawling 
(sq.km) 
4,000 
650 
4,650 
Fishing Yield/fishing 
intensity intensity (kg)* 
(h/sq.km) 
174.5 11.8 
91.1 98.7 
162.9 10.4 
of catch/kg 18 34 52 45 
Average value 
of trash/kg 2 2 4 
Fish sale/unit 5,058 60,724 65,782 18,675 
Trash sale/unit 120 500 620 
Total annual scale 
(In crores) 22.8 65.4 88.2 3.7 
Annual discard 
(Rs. In crores) NU 0.5 0.5 Nil 
Operational expenses/unit (Rs.) 
Diesel & oil 1,500 10,000 
Ice 200 2,000 
Labour 
Total 
11,500 1,500 
2,200 350 
932 11,020 11,952 3,735 
(18% of total sale) (20% of sale) 
2,632 23,020 25,652 5,585 
Operational 
income/unit (Rs.) 2,546 38,204 40,750 13,090 
Fig. 3. Estimated annual landings of trawlers at Madras. 
Inset: The increasing contribution of long voyage 
trawlers. All the lines are eyefits. 
• Yield = Catch (kg)/(trawling area (sq.km) x effort (OOOh)) 
TABLE 5. Effort, catch and operational income of catamarans 
in Madras Fislwries Harbour during 1995 
Parameters Bag Trammel Gill nets Hooks & Total 
net net Kavala Pannu line 
ualai vakd 
Effort 
Number of units 
Fishing hours 
Catch 
Catch (t) 
Catch/unit (kg) 
Catch/h (kg) 
Fish sale (Rs.) 
Value of catch/kg 
Annual sale/unit 
Annual sale 
(Rs. in lakhs) 
Ubour (50% of sale) 
Operational income/ 
Unit (Rs. in lakhs) 
2,326 
3,489 
440 
189 
126 
15 
2,835 
65.9 
1,417 
1,417 
1,055 
1,583 
4 
4 
2.5 
50-350 
800 
8.4 
400 
400 
1,888 
5,664 
64 
34 
11 
6 
204 
3.9 
102 
102 
5,528 
22,112 
138 
25 
6 
15 
374 
20.7 
187 
187 
3,033 
18,200 
36 
12 
2 
50 
600 
18.2 
300 
300 
13,830 
31,048 
682 
264 
147.5 
4,813 
117.1 
2,406 
2,406 
Fig. 4. Catch (kg/h) of t rawlers based a t Madras . The line 
is eyeflt. 
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TABLE 6. Summary of the quantity and value of the landings Other major developments are motorisation 
in Madras Fisheries Harbour during 1995 ^f catamaran in the 1990s and introduction of 
flbreglass boats in 1995. 
Due to the large scale expansion of the trawl 
fleet the contribution of the artlsanal sector to 
the total landings has declined. During 1980-
'83 the trawlers contributed 93.7%, gill netters 
2.4% and artisanal crafts 3.9% to the total 
landings. In 1995 the trawlers contributed 
96.1%, gillnetters 2 .1% and artisanal crafts 1.8% 
(Table 6). 
Parameters 
Landings (t) 
Landings from 
depth >50m (%) 
Discard (t) 
Value 
(Rs. in crores) 
Trawl 
36,747 
(96.1%) 
10.3 
2,671 
(7.3%) 
88.2 
(94.7%) 
Gill net 
822 
(2.1%) 
50.0 
Nil 
3.7 
(4.0%) 
Artisanal 
682 
(1.8%) 
0.0 
Nil 
1.2 
(1.3%) 
Total 
38,251 
10.9 
2,671 
(7.3%) 
93.1 
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TABLE 6. Summary of the quantity and value of the landings 
in Madras Fisheries Harbour during 1995 
Parameters 
Landings (t) 
Landings from 
depth >50m (%) 
Discard (t) 
Value 
(Rs. in crores) 
Trawl 
36,747 
(96.1%) 
10.3 
2,671 
(7.3%) 
88.2 
(94.7%) 
Gill net 
822 
(2.1%) 
50.0 
Nil 
3.7 
(4.0%) 
Artisanal 
682 
(1.8%) 
0.0 
Nil 
1.2 
(1.3%) 
Total 
38,251 
10.9 
2,671 
(7.3%) 
93.1 
Other major developments are motorlsation 
of catamaran in the 1990s and introduction of 
flbreglass boats in 1995. 
Due to the large scale expansion of the trawl 
fleet the contribution of the artisanal sector to 
the total landings has declined. During 1980-
'83 the trawlers contributed 93.7%, gill natters 
2.4% and artisanal crafts 3.9% to the total 
landings. In 1995 the trawlers contributed 
96.1%, gillnetters 2 .1% and artisanal crafts 1.8% 
(Table 6). 
LARVAL REARING OF THE CRAB PORTUNUS PELAGICUS (CRUSTACEA, 
PORTUNIDAE) IN HATCHERY AT MANDAPAM REGIONAL CENTRE OF CMFRI 
Josileen Jose. M.R. Arputharaj, A. Ramakrishnan and A. Viramani 
Mandapam Regional Centre of CMFRI, Mandapam Camp - 623 520 
The blue swimmer crab Portunus pelagicus 
(Herbst) supports a good fishery in the Palk Bay 
and the Gulf of Mannar and forms the major 
species of crab caught in trawl nets. On an 
average it fetches Rs. 35-40/kg and in some 
seasons it goes upto Rs. 55/kg. This species 
is getting more market demand nowadays. 
of P. pelagicus with a view to overcome the non-
availability of crab juveniles for farming and 
also to replenish the depleting stock of the wild 
by sea-ranching (by releasing the laboratory 
reared young ones into the sea) which would 
help a sustainable fishery of crab in the 
region. 
Shrimp culture has been the major attrac-
tion of aquaculturists for some time. But during 
the recent years they encountered heavy loss due 
to disease outbreaks in shrimp farms. Therefore 
it has become necessary to diversify the culture 
operations and to restrict the over emphasis given 
to shrimp culture. Considering the high export 
value, this crab is a good candidate species for 
aquaculture and for rotation of the crop. 
The nonavailability of crab seed is the main 
constraint in crab culture at present. The 
farmers are completely dependent on natural 
resources for seed and juvenile crabs. Larval 
rearing and seed production of Scylla serrata 
has been demonstrated by several workers. But 
hatchery production of Portunus pelagicus has 
not been undertaken in our country. So work 
was taken up to standardise and popularise a 
technology for the hatchery production of seed 
Broodstock 
Healthy ovigerous females of P. pelagicus 
were collected from trawler catches off JVIandapam 
and were brought to the hatchery. Crabs with 
characteristic yellow coloured eggs were kept in 
1.5 t tanks (5 nos.) at salinity 2 5 + 1 ppt, pH 
8.2 ± 0.1, temperature 28 ±1°C, with continuous 
aeration. Dally 60-70% of water was exchanged 
in the morning and evening hours. Only filtered 
seawater was used for the entire operations. 
Crabs were fed with fish and clam meat. After 
a few hours the left out feed was removed to 
avoid fouling of water. 
Spawning 
Changes in the egg colour was observed 
daily and when the egg mass became deep grey 
in colour the animals were transferred into 
separate tanks with known volume of seawater 
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for spawning. The total weight and carapace 
width were noted. At this stage crabs were 
not given any feed. Teink was cleaned 
daily. 
Larvae 
Larvae were counted by taking different 
samples and stocked in fibreglass tanks with 
different stocking densities. Water qucdity 
pEirameters such as temperature, pH and salinity 
were determined daily. Other parameters viz. 
nitrate, ammonia, phosphate and H2S were 
measured twice a week. Good aeration was 
provided in each tank with an air compressor. 
Larval feed 
Leirvae (zoeae) were fed with mixed phyto-
plankton with Chaetoceros spp. (dominating) 
ari ChloreUa, rotifier and freshly hatched 
Artemia nauplii. The megalopae were fed with 
macerated shrimp in addition to rotifer, shrimp 
nauplii (of P. semisulcatus) and Artemia nauplii. 
Crab instars were fed with shrimp, clam meat 
and shrimp post larvae. 
The rearing tanks were observed daily for 
successive developmental stages, moulting lar-
vae cind exuviae. Seventy five per cent of the 
water was exchainged in the morning and 
evening hours. 
When the larvae reached zoea-V stage differ-
ent substrata were provided in the tank. Nylon 
ropes, edible oyster shells, sea grass, polypro-
pylene fishing nets, asbestos sheets and PVC 
pipes were placed in the tanks as the megalopa 
stage requires substratum for its attachment. 
When the megalopae metamorphosed into first 
crab stage, they were transferred into a new tank 
with similar water quality parameters. 
Mixed phytoplankton, rotifers, shrimp nau-
plii and Artemia nauplii were raised according 
to the hatchery requirements for feeding. 
Filtered seawater was used for these cultures. 
Observations 
The berried crab showed only occasional 
swimming behaviour in the tank by means of 
fifth pair of legs, but often it stood on pereopods 
with the egg mass held above the substratum. 
Total incubation days varied between 10-12 
days. The larvae hatched out during the early 
morning hours and the number of total zoeae 
hatched out varied according to the size of the 
mother crab (2-14 lakhs in the present 
experiments). In all the cases 100% hatching 
was observed. 
There were five zoea stages, passing through 
five moults to reach the megalopa stage, which 
metamorphosed into first crab stage. Zoea phase 
(Z1-Z5) took 12-13 days to metamorphose into 
megalopa, each zoea stage taking a minimum 
period of 2-3 days before it moulted into the next 
stage. 
The zoeae were photopositive, swimming 
towards the source of light. All the zoea stages 
were observed to be active swimmers and found 
aggregating into groups very often along the 
sides of the tanks near the surface. 
Megalopae which were less active than zoeae 
took 6-7 days to reach the crab stage. They 
swam by means of pleopods. Megalopae more 
often rest at the bottom or cling to the substrata 
provided in the tank. Among the different materials 
tested as substrata for the megalopal attachment, 
asbestos sheets and polypropylene nets were 
preferred most by them. Moreover, nets were 
easy to clean and did not affect the water quality 
of the rearing tank. The chelipeds were used 
to collect the food particles or to catch the swimming 
prey. Cannibalistic nature of megalopae was 
very much evident. 
Mortality was less till the larvae reached 
zoea-V stage emd the rate of survival- was 
80-85%. Increased mortality was observed 
when the zoea-V moulted into megalopa stage. 
At this stage tanks with a stocking density 
below 10,000 Icirvae/t showed comparatively 
better survival rate. Mortality was also 
observed while the megcdopae moulted to 
Juvenile crabs. Profound cannibalism was 
observed among the juvenile crabs also, though 
they were supplied with shrimp meat, mussel 
meat and postlarvae of Penaeus serrvLsulcatus 
as feed. 
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Reappearance of oil sardine along the Tuticorin coast* 
The oil sardine, Sardinella longiceps forms 10 to 
18% of total fish landings in India a l though It is 
caught mostly from the west coast . Sporadic catches 
of oil sardine have been occasionally reported from 
some places along the eas t coast a s well. 
Usually only few tonnes of oil sardines are 
landed every year a t Tuticorin. But in 1995, 77 
tonnes of oil sard ines were landed after a full lapse 
of three years . Though a good landing of oil sardine 
h a s been recorded a t Mandapam area in the 
beginning of 1992 a s reported in MFIS - No. 117, no 
catch was observed in Tuticorin coast in the same 
or subsequent years except for some quanti ty landed 
in November 1993. However, in 1995 during 
August - October the oil sardine reappeared in great 
abundance along this coast (Table 1). 
The spec imens measu red from 12.5 to 15.2 cm 
in total length. The dominan t size groups were 12.5, 
13.5 and 14.0 cm. Females dominated forming 
70.7% while the males amoun ted to 8.6% and 
indeterminates 20 .7%. Regarding sexual matur i ty 
36 .2% of them were in the rest ing s tages , 27 .6% were 
found to be in t h e III a n d IV s tages of maturi ty . 
Immature accounted for 15.5%. 
The entire ca tch was packed with ice and 
t ransported to Kerala to get a bet ter price. The whole-
Fig. 1. The catches of oil sardine ready for auction. 
TABLE 1. Estirmited fishing effort (No. of units) and catch (kg) of oil sardine at Tuticorin during 1990 - '95 (Cath per unit in 
parenthesis 
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 
Catch Units Catch Units Catch Units Catch Units Catch Units Catch Units 
Total 
catch 
Jan. 
Feb. 
Mar. 
Apr. 
May 
Jun. 
Jul. 
Aug. 
Sept. 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Dec. 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
7,711 
(2.2) 
-
21,349 
(81.5) 
262 
12,008 1,752 
(6.9) 
3,171 
(5.3) 
598 
3,518 3,325 1,694 
(1.2) 
21,349 
12,008 
3,171 
" 
-
-
-
3.900 
(2.0) 
63,570 
(29.7) 
9,425 
(3.9) 
" 
-
-
-
1,924 
2,144 
2,444 
NU 
NU 
Nil 
Nil 
3,900 
63,570 
9,425 
11,036 
Nil 
Total 7,711 3,518 36,528 2,612 Nil 
(2.2) (13.9) 
3,325 1,694 NU 
(1.2) 
76,895 6,512 124,459 
(11.8) 
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sale price at Tutlcorin was only Rs. 7 per kg, as the and offering valuable su^es t ions for its improve-
oil SEirdlne is not consumed locally. ment. 
I am grateful to Shri A. Bastian Fernando, 
Technical Officer for going through the manuscript T^??™*i ^l ^l ^ T ' S l T ; . ^ , " " ' ' " * " Research Centre 
s- s, s ^ ot CMFRI, Tutlcorin - 628 001 . 
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Sardines landed with eyes missings* 
During the routine observations for sardines at 
the Tuticorin south landing centre on 02-02-'96 an 
unusual occurrence of eyeless sardines was noticed. 
Of the total landings of around 4 tonnes of lesser 
sardines of that day, all the fishes had their eyes 
scooped out (Fig. 1). On the next day it was observed 
that all the sardines landed at this centre were normal 
with both their eyes intact. 
From this centre 55 catamarans operate and the 
fishing ground is reached by around 0430 hrs. The 
nets are operated for 3 hrs at the same ground. On 
Fig. 1. A sample of sardines deprived of eyes on both sides. 
They belong to species Sardinella albella (top two 
specimens), S. gibbosa (middle two specimens) and 
Thrissoctes mystax. 
the day in citation, sardine nets were operated off 
south of Tuticorin Harbour in the 10 m depth zone 
for 3 hrs in the early morning by 55 units. The nets 
were operated only once. 
Average catch of per unit was 61.5 kg of sardines 
comprising Sardinella albella, S. gibbosa, Thrissocles 
mystax and Therapon Jarbua (Table 1). 
TABLE 1. Catch, catch per unit effort and percentage 
composition of lesser sardines at Tuticorin south 
landing centre in February 1996. No. of units 
operated: 55 
Species Catch (kg) CPU (kg) 
Sardinella albella 
Sardinella gibbosa 
Thrissocles mystax 
Therapon Jarbua 
2,915 
265 
165 
39 
53.0 
4.8 
3.0 
0.7 
86.1 
7.8 
4.9 
1.2 
Total 3,384 61.5 
Based on the average weight of each sardine it 
is presumed that 1.3 lakhs of sardines were caught 
on that day. The eyes of all the fishes were missing. 
From the fresh condition of the fish, firmness of flesh, 
and bright red colour of the gill it could be inferred 
that loss of eyes had taken place within two hours 
before landing. 
Fishermen attribute this loss of eyes of the 
sardines to the fish Therapon Jarbua. Some 
carnivorous fish might have eaten away the eyes, but 
there is no evidence to confirm it. It is not uncommon 
to come across a few or a few hundreds of sardines 
with their eyes missing but to see the entire fish 
catch without eyes is unknown. There were som6 
Therapon fishes in the catches forming 1.2% and they 
measured from 100 to 108 mm in total length. 
Whether the predatory shoal was large enough to eat 
away the eyes of each sardine in that ground is also 
not known. 
I am grateful to Mr. A. Bastian Fernando, 
Technical Officer for going through the manuscript 
and offering valuable suggestions for its improvement. 
'Reported by G. Arumugam, Tuticorin Research Centre 
of CMFRI, Tuticorin-628 001. 
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Landing of whale shark Rhiniodon typus at the Kakinada coast'^ 
One male whale shark RNniodon typus en-
tangled accidentally in a nylon gill net (monofilament) 
at a depth of 15 metres, 10 kms away from the shore 
of Mayapatnam in Uppada region on 6-2-'96 was 
landed on 7-2-1996. The whale shark was towed by 
two mechanised Navas. 
The morphometric measurements (in cm) of the 
whale shark are given below: 
Total length 530 
Standard length 448 
Head length 116 
Vertical height of first dorsal fln 80 
Length of caudal fln along upper margin 130 
Snout to first dorsal 149 
L/Cngth of pectoral fln along outer meirgin 98 
lycngth of flrst dorsal 90 
Sex Male 
Weight 1,000 kg 
As there was no demand for flesh, the fishermen 
cut the fins of the whale shark and on 8-2-'96 they 
towed back the whale shark and disposed into the sea. 
Fig. 1. Tiie whale shark landed at Kakinada coast. 
'Reported by Ch. E. Thathayya, Kakinada Research 
Centre of CMFRI, Kakinada - 533 004. 
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Report on juveniles of whale shark landed along the 
southern part of the west coast of India* 
The capture of whale shark Rhiniodon typus 
(Smith) in the Indian coastal waters has been reported 
on several occasions and Silas (1986) has reviewed 
the records of occurrence in the Indian waters. The 
present report adds information on three more 
juvenile whale sharks caught subsequently one at 
Mela Midalam, Kanyakumari district and the other 
two along the Trivandrum coast. 
A male whale shark measuring 5.37 m was 
caught on 29-1-'95 at night in a gillnet operated off 
Vizhinjam. It was auctioned for Rs, 2,000/-. The 
morphometric measurements (in cm) of the shark are 
as follows. 
Total length 
Standard length 
Head length 
Girth of body 
Width of mouth from angle to angle 
537 
400 
134 
254 
90 
Length of caudal fin along upper margin 137 
Snout to first dorsal 233 
Snout to second dorsal 339 
Snout to pectoral 123 
Length of pectoral along outer margin 95 
Length of first dorsal 42 
Length of second dorsal 14 
Height of first dorsal 43 
Height of second dorsal 17 
Length of lower caudal lobe 68 
Weight (approximate) 4.75 t 
The second landing of the whale shark occurred 
on 3-3-1995 at Mela Midalam In Kanyakumari 
district. This was a male specimen measuring 
4.57 m and weighing 3.75 t and was caught in a 
shore-seine (Fig. 1). 
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TABLE 1. Reports of capture of Rhiniodon typus (Smith) along southwest coast of India 
Date of 
capture 
1900 
Feb. 1909 
Mar 1934 
Feb. 1960 
20-12-1971 
23-12-1971 
16-3-1972. 
April 1988 
April 1988 
18-4-1988 
13-3-1994 
12-12-1994 
29.1.1995 
3.3.1995 
Locality 
Kanyakumari Dist. 
-
-
-
Kesavanputhan-
thural near 
Colachal 
-
-
-
Colachal 
Kovalam (near 
Kanyakumari) 
-
-
Mela Mldalam 
of 
No. 
1 
3 
1 
1 
capture & No. 
Trivandrum Dist. 
Near Trivandrum 
Near Trivandrum 
Near Trivandrum 
Vizhinjam 
Vizhlnjam 
Vizhinjam 
Panathura 
(near Vizhinjam) 
Thumba 
(near Trivandrum) 
-
-
Vettukadu (near 
Trivandrum) 
Vizhinjam 
-
No. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Gear 
-
-
-
-
-
Shore-
seine 
Shore-
seine 
-
Gillnet 
Gillnet 
GUlnet 
Shore-
seine 
Length Weight 
(m) (t) 
8.83 
4.14 
3.96 
9.75 
5.17 
3.93 
5.65 
6.06 
-
7.32 
-
5.50 
5.37 
4.57 
-
-
-
-
-
2.0 
-
1.5 
1.5 
4.75 
4.75 
3.75 
Sex 
-
-
-
-
-
F 
M 
-
M 
-
M 
M 
Reported by 
Filial (1929) 
J. Bombay Nat. 
Hist. Soc., 
33(2) 
Ibid. 
Prater (1941) 
Ibid., 42 
Silas (1986) 
Mar. Fish. Infor. 
Sen)., T &E Sen, 
No. 66 
Kuthalingam 
etaL (1973) Indian 
J. Fish., 20(2) 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Lazarus et al. 
(1988) Mar. Fish. 
Infor. Sen, T&E 
Sen, No. 8 8 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Joel et al. (1994) 
Ibid.. No 131 
Present report 
Present report 
Present report 
Fig. 1. The Juverule male whale shark caught in the shore 
seine at Mela Midalam in Kanyakumeiri district. 
Way back In December 1994, a juvenile whale 
shark caught In a gillnet was landed at Vettukadu 
in Trivandrum district and its approximate length 
and weight were 5.5 m and 4.75 t respectively. 
The updated records of capture of the whale shark 
Rhiniodon typus along the southwest coast of India 
are given in Table 1. It is seen that six whale 
sharks were caught in Kanyakumari and Colachal 
areas in Tamil Nadu and ten in Vizhinjam and 
nearby areas. 
'Reported by S. Krishna Pillai and Jacob Jerold 
Joel, Vizhinjam Research Centre of CMFRl, 
Vizhinjam-695 521. 
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"^TERcTT ^ ^ T ^ ^ 3<|c(!i;<4*dl HH=b< ^^ftsf 120 ft 
tft ?f«fTf % 100 fftcT ^ ("#77' RlRfhH) cNi % cTc7 
^* ^5^^ ^RWilT % ^8T TS;^  TFTR ftWTT ^ I tsf7 ^' 
f f tc l "?f^ S^TcT^  W: V^ ^ ^S?ft " ^ ' 1 ^ Sftr P(tffi^ 
stcTOoT "^ * "SrfcT ft f ^ 75,000 =Ft?I ^ " ^ "qT ij.d'ld y*^Hdl 
oTS^ " ^ g^sfcTT !(l,Rw>Ml' ^ HS*ci<dl ' f t ^ fW ^W Ft ^Fift I 
ftcfsR 95 % snfisfft FTi^ ^ f^Jfll^MdiHH % cTS UAJl'lJillMI 
"^ ' MRclP^d ^ R ^ c l ^ f f t ^ ^ a f f offt 1 ^ ^ "^ ' T ^ ^ ^ 
m i 
" ^ , 95 % ^T?^ F ^ "^ ' T^FT ^ ^Tr'T f ^ -eld 141 
8ft I ifMPshiJI % TT^ -E}^ ^m^ ^5^^ ^PcidAlT ^ ft^ 
t ^ ^' ^SM f ^ l ^ " ^ " % ofT^ "^ ^ t ^ TfWnr 7IT% 
f ^ ^ "qt ^ I "grgciT 'ft " ^ 8ft I ^  3 i ^m "qr 4i !^ pcki4l' 
fH=bMHI " ^ f3Tf 8n sftr W ^ F F I 2 "RWt^ cf^ "STlft 
T?T I - ^ ^ ' 2 ^[f%!Tf ^ Tgr3 f ^ I 1 r^?RT 95 % STlfert 
^ ^ ^ 16 ^Pw4l' ^ T^i^ ^ ftiqW 3fk P^RTT ^ ^ 
%fH^ ^iRu m I ^ TR^ % TTf^ F?i^ ^' ' M " p ^ jypcwijl' 
^ " ^ f t TflcT ^jf^rnft" "^ STcPT ^ ^ %%3; 1^W--feTW 
f ^ %qT «ni 80 Ttftcl -^fsRnft' ^ ftf'^ Irfapft' % 
^ 37 i M ¥RT f ^ «r I ^ "JRFR 46% 'ftcft " ^ "3?qT^ 
smif^ %m «ni Fft' 'T?' M % 48.6% ' ^ ' M 
% 32.4% aftr 'TEft* M % 18.9% 'ftcft ^1 
m^cT !^ P=ld4)' ^ l f t ^ ^ 3 f t ^ c l ^ ftfttf 3TFim 
% TTM "TM •RM f^, f^n% ^ ft^ sn f^R ^ ' 8^T I 
F i ^ "#Rmf % 3#5Rr -^ TTRT f sn 8n i j ^ s r f w ^ 
T M TJIrITT • ? ^ trr % ^ 1 ^5^?n ^PCW-MT % 8.8% "^ 
yi<j)Pd* -Rtcft Tn^ r f ^ ^1 
"Tt^«l^  %tf TT^  <^Til*K " i M sFft m T ^ ikT ^ 
% ^1 'TJ;' M %'ftfM ^ z^mr sftrm 3.32 ft 'ft 
% ^8T 3.37 ft Tft Sftr 3.78 ft Tft % ^ ^' sn I ' ^ ' 
M % ' f t f ^ ' ^ ^qra 3.16-3.35 ft Tft sftr 3 f t ^ 
^qnr 3.25 ft "Rt S^TI ' ^ ' M % Tftfcnft ^ ^qra 2.78-
3.05 ft iqt Sfk 3fte?T ^qra 2.87 ft ift 8ITI 190 ^ 
3flT 230 m f ^ ^ ft3f5T^ Tfzf Tf t fM % afftcf ^qro 
^' 3f t t i^ 3T^TR ^ m i 
=blP+Hl.dl TSrit ^' ^T t^f?T "3^^ "^ jfsRT if. ^^dl ^ 
o^cft yi<^fd* "^T^ 3^T^  ^ ^ c ^ ^' ^rrqft w^ 8ft i ^ 
WFR ft^ t ^ ^ ' MKMk^cieb ^ m ^ #srf?Jcf ^f^Rpft" 
^ ^ 1 ^ 'ft " ^ 8ft I 58 sftr 77 ^ ' % sft^ •qfcT ft 
% 70,000 ^ 75,000 ^ZtfmtW ^ M ^ ^ ^' 3Tf«^ 
^5cft ^ -RM 1^1 fH%3; ^ TTcTTM •e^ RcTT ST^f^TcR 
•qpft ^ "^ iRxft 11 "qtcn^ r^ T ^' ^^ ^Fft srscft ^ <JM^ eid 
^ % -^ THF 8ft aftr "^ ^ ^ ^ 'iRcT ^' ^ -qqt sra:?ft 
^ TnftT f ^ 8fti 
l ^m i f ^ •?t^'l^ ^mr^iRpn T | ^ Tf^ -ii ^^ ftftcT 11 
q^f^M SfKR^ •^ ' "5p^ ^HWift' ^ "q^cft ofR ft?PsR72^ 
aftr *iP*Hi^i T§F5t % Hifrw*! •M'^i'ii^ -^ sftr j ^ 
W f 3ftT T^T? dciuidi % -sicT '^' ?N t aq^tr cT^ "?M«lcT 
31 
f ^ «TTI W^ % ^ITFT '^^ "SlcT =Ff crlc|U|dl (18 ^ 
25%°) -^ fcT -3m 8ft ^ f ^ • ^ l ^ 3TtijiH|c|r«? •^ ' -JT? 30%° 
J^T w^ % I ^ ^ i ^ ar^ F^TT ^ -q? "mfsRT % ^ % so 
^ T% "TFcil ^ ' !(ir=ki4l* "^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ "qr^ #at C^MKH 
W\J^ t r j % Tl M ^ (49%) sfk 20% ftPra ^ ^ 
•^  3 1 ^ - ^ % titf^PTf ^ »ft aiicbtfcb oRT wf^ % I f t f e r 
• 5 ^ ^ "^jfe^ff •^  8% yi< r^d<=b -irtfcT^' " ^ "gif^ ^ -awcft 
• ^ afrc T i ^ W c ^ -gfTcT 1 1 1 ^ "JFiicft •^ ' •g^m Hf<MMi 
S^frT ^ [^cRT •^ ' STftRFT f I iJc i^T^n yi^Fd* "RtfNf % 
^ rtT^T^ t l 
^ •^''if^cm^ "^sRT "^jfepff •^ 3T^n ^ ^ -m^ t sftr 
<i^KH ^^FiT ^ •^ ?^ Kn t l "^ f^ F!: "5n^ % ^ ^ ^ ^ 
11 W ^raiT T M <JCMKH ^  MMIcM4> sftT >X^\kH'h fttrf^ 
•q^ •^ t f^J^ ^ iRun 11 •51 ^ . -q;??. irq^, femW-d 
<iM4l'i1 ^ 1 
THU sftT •c|AH|rH=b ¥5RFT ^ t f t f M ^ t ^ 3ftT "Oi'JRn 
^ ^ % f ^ 3fh[ Ht STWTq^  3TM?Z(^  11 W ^ 3#fecTr 
% 3^Nr fi«ijW %f^ 3TWl^ "g^Rn Tra«l^  ^ - ^ ^ 
"^ * ^^T^ ^ aic% 31|cU)<4+ 11 
% ^ ?75^ W/rfV*? 3T^im mWJ, ^^Ml - 682 014 
PH+I-MK ^ ' ^' ¥ g ^ * ^ 4 l ' ^ P<^NI -q^m 11 'TTOTtq 
irgS "^ ' y,teMd: ^^Rg^ W^^ ^ •qf^ i^PdilT TFcft t 
^ "Jf^ fRTt ^ ^ T ^ ^ t l 
(^rnd}^fdH 3Jffk^3W (Olive ridley turtle): 
•q? ^Rdlil "i^gs ^ "5r^ <+^M t , 1 ^ <J41WI W. "^ ' 
Stf?^ ? ^ "^ P<yNI •q^ cTT 11 ^sn^-TTT^ % ^ITFT I^RcT 
^R^ t l 
^dlfiSJT fij^m (Green turtle): -^ IF m^ Trg? 
^' i^IIT^ ^ W^ ch-otJHl' ^ ^M^ ^ •5nfcT t , ^ 
a#1^nT: »1R^ % -qlTHFT 'Sft^ ^J^ cizf cTm cfSJ^ 3 ^ 
sTFgTjH ^ PH<+1<SK -ghrf -^ ^ 1 ^ 11 ^ eft - ^ i ^ m^ 
3^nf% t sfiT iTFTR HTSt ^ 1970 % # ( H W ^ "^^fJ^ 
^ "?n^ ^" tfcit sifti 
^)<*/)J/dW ^r^^il (Hawksbill turtle): ^ 
STT^nW^ -^  ^ v ^ q HKcitq "^rg^ -^ ^ ^fcT ^rq TTI^  ^ 
tl'^^IS^T, ^mcl%•^^^-•qtT^ cTS, dPHdHI-d 3fk STTOTR 
3fk w^ f^^ "sfHt ^ Tn^ % ^ n^r^  "?iT^  "#^ ^ ' 
t l 
ctetzT ^ ^ (Longer head turtle): ?R^ ^ ^ 
r^ST f m W 5^0% • ^ PtIiflNdl t l I^RcT "^ ' "RFTR T I I ^ 
"^ ' i ^ ^^m^ "q^ sm 11 "^  "RraiFRt •^fTsePT - ^ J ^ , Tt^# 
32 
• ch)Rd^ifH3jr(Leatherback turtle): J^ 
Tjnfff % cfir^q 500 % TTT ^ ^ cT^ o f ^ f I '^F^^ % 
^ ^ ^ ^gf% "ScT^ ^ ^ r ra i ^ # ^ 11 1970 % ^ k R 
tl 
Tlf^cflrr * ^ M ^ "=fte^ "^ Tsf^  o^lM* R^PTT "STRFT t l "W 
3TR#RT fe^ S^TM t % FC ^ ^3"#m % 'iP^^HMI ^f?R 
^' c T n ^ 2,40,000 ^ S^frfcT 3 M ^ W | # 5 T W^m -%S^ 
•^n^ 11 t^H - q r t ^ •ciKfT " ^ 5 ^ •jferr % ^icf.crn ^ 
o2T^ Ff J^flcIT t fe ^ ^ T ^ ^' "^  <+-^4 ^5TR ^  ^ 
"swj^ w^ ^ -g^ RT w^ t 3fk ^m^ % ^ ^^rnj »Fif 
sfir 1 ^ cief ^ "g^ra ^R% ^^^m % "^ft^^ •g f^ ^' 
• q f ^ f I Ti^ra ^R^ ^ ^ ^ <+-^H TTFI "^ R^Pdci 
i\^^ dPHdHld. s fk 3q7?ra^ cTEf ^' "^fte^ ^5T^ f I ^TFRT 
^ w^ ^ -^m, f ^ wcff t l 
^its^ % ^ ( H ^rsOT % 3t5t 3fk # R ^ ^j?rm Ffru 
mi Tghn % •SR f^ T^FT -^  W^m % 3f^' • ^ WF^T 
•SR^ ^ 373?f^ ^ t sfiT " ^ 1973 % sm^W^ % SI^ CTT 
1.5 rHfd-m 3 t ^ ' ^ mW^ 1WTI5?TK f^ F^T "fRT 11 " ^ 
1975 "^ ^ R B^trn m^5TT 3T3#?T " ^ ^' T t ^ WW\ 
" ^ ^ 1980 % ^ ^ c l ^ ^fte ^ r e ^ ' ^ Rc{l^H 
Ftm TFcTI m i 31l=hdH ^ '^^ ^ I ^ f t "fim % 1980-
82 % ^kPT "5T Rte^ •jfhHTT ^ J|ft<Hldl ^ fcR "J^  " ^ -Q;^ 
T ^ ^iPdifl' % 50,000-80,000 ^ T ^ ^ WH ¥ W ^ % m ^rqi I 
1982-83 "^ • ^ ^ ^3 -g^ s fk "qfWT WW\ TR^TR % " ^ 
sf l l ? ^ 3 1 ^ ' ^ S p r f i l ^ WfTir sffr ^2TNR •^ ' T t ^ 
TTFTR TIT^ 3fk '^T^ S^WK ^ ' ^ W cRf ^ fT t^f^ RT 
HlPpWchl ^^Ffer 2(t I •qp:^ 3ff l chw.ll^HKl ^ 3000-4000 
3 ik •q i^ 6W\>R ^ 1000 * - ^ 4 T ^ a^oRRw i ^ ^ ^izn i 
dPMcHI^ TR^R % ^ ^ f ^ ^ m ^ " £ f n ^ % 3T5HR 1980 
1960 % ^^RT % - " j ^ chTTtSMl" s^ ? T I W T ^ ' s fk ^rstjq 
+o|-<:|T ^ "5ffHT, ^Hj^t i^ P*'^M cT«TT 3FT ^ ' "^ " f ^ T ^ 
% ^ •5IM STTI 1977 ^ • ^ ^^ W " ^ T t ^ cFTRIT "TRTI 
'RcT T^ ' ^ 1960 3fk 1970 % ^? r ^ % ^ k n f i r 
=bT^4l' ^ Poicji^ H f ^ - g^^ cfjiT-^ d I^T^ ^fM t l 
i. w Tj;^  ^r^^ ^Pdn. HoWH •^ ' PH^^UI 
i i . " : f t^ % f ^ "jf^T^ ^" 3T1^  ^ ^ "aW ch^Ml' ^ 
3TTf^  SRT st^" ^ " q r ^ ^ 
% 37^ "mPq^ f ^ ^ sfk ^ # m % JiP i^Midi • j i ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ T ^ V^m "EftftcT fern TRTI ^ i raR *-otJMl' 
^ o4IM* "^f t^ FfcTI t , ^ %^Ier qfT^, ^rfsjcf i^'fsldl 
3 fk ^ ^ # g T^T •?8TPT ^ffftcT f^T^ W^ \ 
fPI% 3 # f W 1980 % m"^ % ^ ^ ' TTFTR -JITSt 
# T ^ ^ k n cfm "qf^ER •5PTM ^' +l4<d ^F^Sfjq HlfoW*1 
^ PH'KHI "Q;^  f ^ ' % •g-^ ^T ?RT ^ ^ ^ i 
^ yys^ciclT T I ^ m^nr , M^^IR "^^fw^ 3 lk dPHeHI^, 
sr tmf^, •rft^, ii>^<id, 311-^ HH ^ Pi+)«<K fhrf ^ ^ 
TTS^T ^ 3ftT ^  3T«i-H<=hKl ^^P^-MT ^ ^X^MT % ^qfe^M 
^ f ^ 3 T F t S [ T T i f | - ^ T T ^ T T q ^ 3 T R 3 T I f - ^ ^ ? ^ 
%Ti ^ T ^ ^Biq; 1 1 ^TtqRTiT (TT^RT % -qRT) ^ TRSTH 
?RT STtc^ T H ^ qFt fgre^RlTcTT TmPw ^ • T | t s fk 
? ^ ST^^JFPT, % ^ " ^ •qic'R, s ( ^ , STTIR W "EPFf, 
3 t^ ' ^ Pci=f)iy, "^fteH % THW ^^T^ ^ ^ r r a 3Tif^ "qr 
3TKqTH f ^ "3Tlcn t l 
^ PHHprlPyd ^ ^ W^HT t : 
i . •g?fiTF <sld<H|cb ^ , W^ Ft M^-cll^  'm. ^ ^ ^ • , 
33 
iii.y-^Rrld f W T ^ fsrfWT 3fk M f ^ ^ 311=1 !^ <4cbdl3ff 
iv.TlFft f^5tH "q i f t f tKf f^ , >3micM+ J»l(l<r*>4l 1WT, 
f ^ 3 T M T ^ # trq TTqJ 3TR 3TTI ?KT frRfefecT 
" 5 ^ ' "qr T i ^ +i4st^H f^RTfer f^pqii 
sffT ^ ^7H ^ ^ % -^Wf ^d^HI; 
i i i . fy^iHi^iidi % rc|<+iw sftr f % # ^ ^ " 3 ^ ^ R ^ ^ 
3fk Tjrs Tten T W ^ %%3; ^^FR ^ ^R^, 
V. •^v^qf^'5nM^5Tn%'q^3ff'^«Ti^»im^3T3^?:TPT; 
afk 
vi . 3 n ^ 3Tif«f5F A<sidi % w^^i '^ "?Mf^ 3ira% ^ 
n^P<T "cj;^  TRR %%T3: w ^ "^rg^ ^ " ^ m arra^ 
% ^ (NMLRDC) Tl^ rer -SRHTI 
•^ TTiT "QiqT aiR 3 ^ % j ^ ^ r s j jq -qfe^pji "qT • ^ 
1984 ^' "RsO^  "^ ' "Q;^ J\^ +l4!^ldl sftT 1985 •^ ' ^ M ^ 
^" Heft ^' -qt ^ -^rg^ ^ M -qr s R R f ^ -qfreRf Mt 
^^r^ I ^ -qi W T H % 3T5 t^iPT MRUIH +I4<^TIX ^crirciHl', 
M ^ "qf^r^sff, 3T^trFT ^TFiwf ^' "5m%ci f ^ -qi^ ; 
t l 
1970 sfk 1980 % ^ ^ ' % ^ k n ^qijcw -^rrra^ 
"g^^?cT:"SM^jnc^#j;fTcr^iM"^"^Hg^^^^ijq3ii*rw* 
WT # TT3- -sn^ 11 ^ 1980 # ? 1994 % "sN "^ " 4: f l fc l 
'TRcf % cTSf ^ ' ftsRT " ^ "0?? "q;qr 3TR 3T1? % 12 a q ^ t f H 
%r^ sflr 30 ^ % ^ ' ^' ^ ^' f ^ ^ t ^ ^ f j^ "^T^ 
J^iraT 11 FT "^marf % ^ f ^ T#fte^ % f ^ -^ t^ sTH % 
'=h4-c|iR4l' ?RT TT^ i ^ ^ sn^rsT y'iiP^d f ^ 11 ^v^qf 
^ 3ii<+)R <^+ "q^j^ •^Tp^ % %T3; F i ^ ' ^ ^ird4l" ^ 
^ W n ^M<=h< <+'^ <i< PcliicrlN'JI ^ ^ ^ l t % ^ "Q7T 
•Q;^  "Q;^ 3(R ^ # •gra [ci=hPyd ^ "n^ t i \ ^ 1 ^ 
31l=hPw+ "q^J^, J^llPdcfK I J ^ , ite=T "?8fPff ^ ^ ^ J ^ 3TTf^  
•5fM ?^T ^ T ^ t l 
1985 ^ # R 1995 % ^ % ^kR "^ (A%<^S TF^t 
•^ ' ^ 3ii=hPfM* - q ^ ^ % sTT r^gt ^ "JTF tnei5 "qscTT t 
% "^ m^cT •^ ' %^rr 335 j { ^ w^^i ^ an^ifFi^ 
? ^ ^ "q^f^ t l W^ 66.7% ^ T ^ 3fR 25.4% fn^T 
^Tlcff gRT "q^i^ "q^tl'?ft"Q?7"'J?7T3TR3TIf% TTfaiTiff 
• ^ ^ 5 ^ " ^ i ^ ieifeq5if5 %Er -HIP^^'M Ttf^ ^ W 1 * K 
^ r ^ a n ^ ^ y'yp^d ^SR^ t i 1 ^ 3iichPHi<+ "q^r^ • ^ 
c|IWPoi=h 31l=hdH " ^ WcT t l ^^ T5? '^ ' ' q ^ SIIT "^ TT^  
%TT fiT^ ; <=b-^MT " ^ f tsRi ^sq^i^ Htf 11 f q ^ ^ , ^ ^ i ^ 
cb-ctjql" ^ 3ii=hP*^* -q^ FTs ^ - ^ n ^ 335 ^ ^ arptrar 
t t ^ ^ •^ mapTT t l 
f q ^ ^ f q ^ ^ ^ ^cHT ^' =iT^q7 ^ 3ii=bp4^+ 
•q^rs ^" ^ ^ cTT^^ "STHcft f f t l 1 ^ ^^R^ t : 
i. W^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ TT^aff ^ ^Hl^^chdl; 
i i . " ^ -qr c ^ -qr f^^^^ u.^Ty4l' sm PH'KIHI FT^ ^ 
i i i . 3 f ^ 'Tt % ^qcTZ -^ ^ 4pi1<^d •SleRf % "RrPH ^' c W ^ 
Tt^ l 
"nffiHMT •5%^ ^' ?t^ p ; <+^qT ^ "qF sr^pR WTFTI 
•^ -^ I^ icIT t % ^ 1983 % ^ k H W]W] 7500 3 M ^ 
T T f ^ % -^ ra cIH ^ •fZT'TT TRT t l I^T^ H^TW W I ^ 
% -^ tTFT * ^ q | ' ^ s^ncT ^' -q^?? ^fprr 11 ^n^ % • ^ 
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i i . TToPH •qf^T^ % ^?fq^ f f ' + ^ H T ^ ^ ^ sTT^ JcTT 
iii.'^Tg^ ch^qf ^ 3TT^^ fOT^ TJcg ^ ^ 66.7% ?TcRf 
iv.-qF^ % ^ ^ ^cT^ ^ 1990 % "5rqf ^' MP^ imdi 
•^ ' ^rqt " ^ f f t l 
i. TfrPR fnarff IRT i\^ ^Mt a i^^ rfFrar T;^?^ % ^af^ 
• ^ w d ^ PoichPyd R^% sfk chHfp^d ^R^ % f ^ 
^ ^ 1 ^ am snf ^ "5^ # n t ; 
i i . s f t^N <l^ 4^ d1 ^Tc^q % W T % * j ' l * H "Q;^  "#5^ 
% ^ k H (3T^^-'RT^) 'lf^<Mldl "^ ^ MKKIM % 4^1-^d 
•^ Fff ^ iTrPn " ^ : Tl^RI I ?^ ^ ^ "^ W^^ ^ 
3TRFfFW •q^rg: Sfk 4:fl"J)d # j f IRI ^1^CIH1 ^ 
iii.sTFFfFT^ "q^rg: ^TIT ^R% % f ^ MKK1M % f ^ ^ " 
% ?M W#* ^* Zf5^ HcHckri,^ ^ t f ^ i m (TEDs) WW^ 
S^fRT t ; 
'ft ¥?^ TqFf (TEDs) ^ ^rqf^R ^rr^ %fcn3; 
%sft^  HiPoWctO y1^ ")Pieb1 -^vtjR ( ^ sn? 1 ^ zt) 
V. 'mcT -^RSPR 3fk ^^tm W^!K ?RT W R H %f^ ^ ' 
3TT^^ 
•qf^ m^, ^HchH yj^PT xrcfr -^r^ firq ^d<qK 11 
^ y w ^ H ^ ' -^ ^ Tf% f I -^ t r^ -^  1922 '^ ' TTFIR ^ 
"^irst "^^ 10 "^ 20 ift ^m i f ^' "iWTF 3 fW ^#fcR ^ 
f^^TW f ^ t ^ ^ % - q w i t ? ^ ' ^' TR^ ^rg^ 
^' 'ft TRHI ?^TOR ^^ TfeRT t l 7ft7§^ (1963) % ST^ T^R 
•3^5RRT cfZ ft' - q w TfeR •q^M Mxfsft" ft" -qi ???% STRTqRT 
•qFTT ^JfM 11 i T f T ^ 3fk "^TFR (1966) % ST^ HR cTfft^ Rlg 
% "q?ni iTOTft % TRRi ^ " ^ -q^i^ ' - 3 ^ ^g i^Fm 
w^, 3RI "TTR" arqr^ sfk cfg^ TT i fe i "q:cft % w f t 
T^^ rqft t l "qwif ^ ^ ^ ft F ^ ^ ^ ^ ft -m ^ f ^ 
T^ fkrq ft 3IW ^H^ ' ft ^Tff^ % ^^ rfti^  miFii ^ 
t l ^feiT ftz f^ cT f^Tcff 3f|T ZTcT '^ Jn#' ft' ^ "q^rg % 
^ ^ ft ft 3JM ttft 11 ftRcT ft' f<*j«« ft ^ cT^ ?fsft 
^ % ^ ^ m^ ^ " N t f ^ t t T?T t l (s rg fHz^ 
3TTf?:, 1980) 
dPHddl^ ft' I M # rRF <|i)!?cKH cIS % ^ TJ^ ftpgf 
^ "qW "RoPR dPHdHli Tpq "^ R J^R % T33#f^?R ft" 
8TTI i\fm 3TR ^  f R P T ^ 3c[R f ^ T\m % sfk I?T% 
3?5?TR M<4<H!d sfk ^ ¥?RI ft^' ft ?^7^ f^f^Tf^ 
f^^tFT f t TFT t l ^ M t TTft^ T^^ T cTZ ^  TTWf % 
1 ^ PoiPHpcfw Pc<<l^ d afk i^H^ •H'Tif^ ici TT^ iM -qr isi^ jm 
§^M?rT t l 
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PclPiPc^ td Vdi^^H - ^ ^ 3 i k TtfrT 
"Srwf % M ^ r f ^ Pcl^ l^ H %feTT " ^ TTT^" T^Ff 
^ ^ f ^ ^ %cftH •cTZ % dcrlHHK ^ * "A* 12 Tt 16 ^ ft 
W^ ^ ^ fWf % f ^ 31F1RH - ^ t l 
BiRrf ^ t fe f ^ ^ "STcit "^  110-115 fRF5T^ t t ^ 
t ^ ^ % " ^ TfT^" ^' ^ ¥f^ -^STM 300 "^ 350 
cT^ ttcIT t 3 f k ^ 1 R 6 0 ^ 7 0 % T n % #£[ I 
j^TTc'ni^  arranr: f^rjs - j j ^ ' - ^ ^siMTfe 3TI^TR 25 ft 
Tft t l " ^ Tirst" " ^ ^^TTeiTfa? sn^ TR 40 ft i^ t c i^ 
sfST t ^ t l " ^ sfiT 3T^ W^ • ^ W ^ ^R% % f ^ 
ajHi-m i^flydi: P I M ^ * 7 % HR sfk cMt^ r STRRR 
3H|c|!^ i|c+,dl3it " ^ ^5SI^ % ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ TTTSt" ^ 
3TFTRR ^ STHFT^ ^ ' ^ (5 % % 1 • ^ ) Tt 3TTtn 
(2.5 % Tft) WR f ^ TRTT t l 
llirET: f^ FTH 3THFR"^' "Sflcl tz^ 4 ?^3H ^R^ t l " ^ 
^ ¥^TR Tffcf tzq 10 ^ 12 T#Ef ^R^ t l 
SnWJ i^lTFT • ^ WnrT: f^ THH STHFTf ' ^ fTo^ •^TFTcT 
7,000/-^. t I "^-^ T[T^'\" %fen7 ^ f^ ^Tef 
SOOO/-'^ . ^ "?tFT?T t M t l 
^ ^ t t w i % •nkftf ^' •^ • ^ t i w f ^ w^ 
^k ^ ^^F^ ftl^ %%TT; ^ ^ "W ft^^RT fe^PTT -TS\ f3F 
^ ^ q ^ % ^ ^ ^y iP i * sTM j^^ ^Kn %i%n3; t i w ^ t^^ 
•++fei<T ^ ftcrat t l 
3Tf^m ( r i f t ^ ^' "-qffe") Trgg t i ? ^ ^^Nfif 91 
^ 220 ft tft cT^ 3flT srftt^KRf ^T^^ BqRT 41 ^ 170 
ft Tft % ' ^ sfti 
ft^tFT % f ^ I^FTJTI Sff^  "5ri% f ^ "RfcT -qtcT 150 %. TIT 
mm WcT 137TI !JI<++criH % ST^ T^R ^TTft^ "q^ T? 54,000 
fe in t l 
" ^ ^ R T g t " y->=(H*7% 3T5^m "5RRI ft^TFT % ^ TR^ 
rHHPdR^d t l 
3f?ni " ^ ^ ^ • ^ TRRT ^" Tncff ^ ^ f ^ 31Fft t ^WPdiJ, 
WRFKT PHH^^H •^ w q " ^ w f ^ ^ ^ H ^ i 3n^rR 
% 3n?m ^ ^ r w f ^ ISO •^ 500/- ^ ^r^ -^ Ff ft^M 
11 XlP^id T^5^ 280-450/- ^ ^' ft^ TRfT I sff^*^ '^^ 
"^ jfeKT • s r ^ - ^ ft^ifci f ^ ^^ iTcn t l 
^ T^RT - ^ ttcTT t '^R f ^ ^ " q ^ ^ "^f^ ' ^^ •fTcit 
few;) *^ sfteci TT r^^  -grfcf TTt?r 20 %. in ttcft t # c 
-^^ 8,000/- ^ . •^ TR ft^^Icn 1 1 "q^^ ^ [ ^ PH-rl-loli^ T^iw^ 
^" •q^rg- -gft %? -^rfN 10 f^F. TJJ fjTfRrr ^ r f N 
5,000/- ^. "^m ftcTOT 11 "q^^ ^^ w ftci%^ "t^ OT ^ 
" ^ TlTSt" ^ " ^ 3TRf f^ TTZ aTPTRTT " ^ ^^ PTT ^ 
^ ^ ttcTT t l 
I ^ ^ PHdd^ 41c(> l^dl • ^ '=Tr?] FtcTT t l 
^ =^TT?T f 3TT 11 31Nchd - q ^ PHH^H Tfl"Hi7 -^^ (^3R^-
^ ) - q w -^ R^ R w ^ % wm wnH, t t ^ « j f ^ afk 
T^i;cn t l 
f^ WSRfTf ^ Srfq'gJcTT % -^ TRni " ^ TTTSt" 15 ^ 
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TTS# %fcTT^  sTRpq^  ^r?% ^nr "^r^^ fiTri% "qr " " ^ 
^ ^ ^ ?755^  mfhmf 3j^im mtm m -Rmr sj^wf ^ , ^j^m - soo ooe 
-^ t •^ T^ re Hirrw=t>1 Mim\ '^ aiiniPid f ^ "^ ncn 
t % -q^ 480 3TFTrq ,^ 20 AJ I^^ fl f ^ '^^, 25 ijjfl^d 
sftT 200 sFHtfKT chimdn)' ^ y-ciMH -ftcn t i 1995 
•^ ^ T f ^ TTc^ 3T^cRW 38251 Z^ sn f^Rrtf 96.1% aqRFJTSFf 
^ 4) J KM 87TI 
i . vi4^tb 480 STPrrq^ f ¥»F^ c M f % t "qpft 32', 
36' 3 k 40 ' -45 ' l W ^ 3 1 ^ "?Tfe 65 3fk 120 % 
•5fNr ^' 11 - ^ 3HH|iJ<+)T ( 3 2 ' 3fk 36') ^ ^ f ^ "SRIcTH 
^ 11 ^ ^ ^ ^ F f ^ ^ciq<iciHH (TW?T % ^ ^ M ) 3 ^ 
iifl^ R<+1<ddl ("R^H % ^TTT) % #Er 15-40 Tft 7 ] ^ :^ ' 
y-clIdH " ^ t l "srt STPTl'T^ (40 ' -45 ' ) T^^RT % ^ tR iJ^ 
^ M ^" -RsTcT -pRPTqeeTCT "^ ^ 15-60 ^ "TFOf f 6 "M f 
^ y-clHH ^ J ^ 11 
ii. STPTFT '^ % M ^ : ^ 3 T F n ^ ' % Trara 3Tk 
•q^r^ ^ ^ 7T^ 11 ^ 1995 ^' ^ 3TPTPR TPTO ^ 56% 
3flT ^ Sl^ cRTiT ^ 59% ^ 3JHNch7 ^ ^ I 'KH «TTI 
" ^ 37HFR7f PF^ ^ ^ 3Tf^ t^f%cT ^ ' "^ W¥^ cftsT ^Fn^ 
^' •H I^^ =h fH°bd1 I 
i i i . STPTFn 50 ^ fTFUf cT^ "^ ItfiTcI sn | f o ^ 3RRT 
% %^cT 7.8% - ^ 50 - ^ -^ 3Tf«;r^ T T ^ •^ ' f ^ 8^ 
1 % ^ ^ ST c^RT^ •5FT 10.0% 3T^?RW W ^ f s n 8TTI 
iv . "5ff!T t ^ e ^ •qsPTg- 1991 cT^ " 5 [ ^ ^' 8ft I ^Tcm: 
? ^ 1 ^ -ETScft f f s fk 1995 ^' "JTF "SrfiT t^e^R 48.3 % . 
TIT f t ^ 1 
V. - ^ fSRf % TRTcT^ ^ ' cTft 3THT^ ' -^  1995 ^" 
2671 Z^ -JRI T M f ^ ' - ^ - ^ f ^ ^ 0.5 ^Jf t^ •?. 
"JJFT opt sft I ' ^ f ^ M-cHcru % 3<Hli|<=bT "^ W t ' ^ ^ ^ =^ 1 
Vi. ^cJH^iHH aftr f ^RTFTq^^ % # g 15 s fk 50 
STHR^' % •JdtTJ: f tcn t l 50 i f t ^ STftf^ "nfTTl •^ ' 
TToFq^  cft^^ 3rf*?^ ^  % ^jRq aiprFFT so irt ^^  3tf«?cF 
fT?TI^  ^' F^RT ^ f ^ ¥ t^ I # ^ 50 'ft -^ 3Tr«?^  ^T?Tl| 
^* f^TlZ ^ -STfRTT ^ R ft% % ^nroT aTHRPF U-dMch 
50 "Rt "^ qR "TlfTlf •^ ' T:I?F!R ^ ^ %fcTl3: " ^ ¥t "SIT^  
t l 
i . f f ^ PM^iciT ^ y-cJMH % r^cT 20 'iflftfcr "Ttcif 
"^ ^ t l W^^ ' T o f ^ ^ l?5[RT ^ iii1^R*1<dil % 
^ •^ ' t l 
i i . TRRT, "q^T? sftr TrfW t ^ 2 ^ 3RRT ^' ^HMf -^ " ^ ^ 
f f 11 ^ i f ^ 3 ^ IPTO, ^T^^ Sfk 3lfrT t ^ e ^ T^SFT^  
1984-1986 % ^tTR ^J^ i ^ : 20808 t , 270 Z^ S^T 13.0 
% Tn/I sft; ^ 1995 ^' -^ ^ ^ r ^ : 47568 t ; 822 ^ ^ 
3ftT 17.3 f^. TIT/t sfti 
i i i . 1995 -^ ^ ^ R t ^ 50% ST c^RW 50 ^ft ^ s t f t j ^ i T ^ 
^m J^TMf ^ "?r©n, Rit>Mi<H sftr y-ciMH S M tR f^^R 
• ^ TTJ " ^ WTcTT t f^ f ^ "SIMt" =flt ^RM «raRit 
^ '?T^ t l 
i. f w ^ 15 ?^n#* % i r ^ WRPM ^ w f ^ 3 R ^ 
f^ sfk 1 ^ f ^ i ^ ^ "T^i ^mc^ 5^iM sfk ^rg ^ ^ 
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i i . TT^ " ^ (#r[ "STM), chqiQ i^ - ^ (frr^ -^iM) afR 
n^ZT ^  • ^ "SRRT " ^ f M I ^ Tf% 31^cR^ 239 Z^ (1980-
1983) ^ 682 Z^ (1995) cT^ - ^ ^ j ^ I 
i i i . SRI 5^©T t^[^rra chdwdHl' ^ •JT t^^ rrnr (1990) 
3ftT *l^ <M<'crliy ^ ' ^ ^ngi% (1995) t l 
iv. ' ^ 3HHW*!' %"5(^ "qr MlM<i'id •?t^sd' ^  3T^mq 
-3f^ W: TM\ 1980-1983 % ^KH 3TFTFRFf - ^ 41'KM 
93.7% m, fTM ^ncTf s fk M<M<IMd ^FFiSf ^ -STcm: 2.4% 
afr^ ; 3.9% S^^cRtil f%qT I 1995 ^' -Jimf ^ 4lM<H 96.1% 
SJT, sfR fTM •^iira Sfk H<M<l'ld ^TFTiZf ^ "STfrn: 2.1% 
3ffT 1.8% «TTI 
•q i^ -Wi[ ^ TRFTR Tirst ^ HlPoW*! ^" ^ m i l l 
•JM •5ii#' "fif " q : ^ "siFt ^ "If ^ T ^ , ^ ^ ^iRi4l[' ^ ' 
• j f ^ 11 n^^ nfcT %. Tn 35-40 ^ ^m firacn 11 '^r;^ 
^ ^ "ETF 55/- •? ^rar sfS S^HcTT t l 31Ncbd W ^ " ^ 
afk ^ r^acft ^ T^ t l 
w t "^' 1 ^ ^ offt •^ ' ^  -qt - ^ M % n^riiT " 3 ^ 
aqr TT5TT t l ^ ^ f^ rqfcT ^tJM ^ ^ I H S p f ^ 31cq^ ^ f ^ 
"snfci t l 
^5^ ^rtft 11 ^ J ^ '^^ ^ f*!^ il<l" % f^ ^ T ^ ' ^ 
yi^Pd* ffq^srf "qr •gt STITM ^HTH 11 S T ^ +i4+dl3if 
% / W ? ^ % f%wi^ "qicT^  3fk " ^ cJd^ KH f ^ 
t l ^^f^ i t ^ ^dir^^H ^ t ^ ^cqi^ pqft ^ 
•^ " ^ ' f ^ 11 ^yPdiJ. ^ . Ort//^ qbW ^ t ^ dcqi<H 
TFTT t l 
•?1TO# ^ Ttfrrqf 
•RKTSff ^ mtFT ^JT% t ^ •^ ' cTFft 8ltl -qtcT TT % 
a t i N l ^ =b4)il" ^ ^iilP^d ^ R ^ 1.5 Z^ «;ilfM ^ t ^ 
( 5 ) •£[ 25+1 i t "qt Zt dcl^ldl, "qt tTEf 8.2 + 0.1 s fk 
28-Hl°C cnq^TH "^ ' fW^ f^TcR % TTTZf T ^ t ^ I 
Tt^ "? ! ^ s fk l\m " ^ 60-70% T^cT cR MRCJCIH f ^ 
2[TI %5[cT PlwT<d -^rgS J^fcT " ^ "3q4t^ 1 % ^ «fT 3fk 
7IRI % - ^ ^ ' TMcft 3fk "#Tt ^ f ^ I ^5M ytjM'Jl f t ^ 
%i%T3; ^ "^ nmmt ^ PH+MI TRT mi 
"T^ t j ^ tn ^ "qr z ^ i m 3TFRH % "^ rgs "^ fci 
^ ^ "^ ' "?«JHidP<d % ^ «Tr I ? ^ ^ m^ 3fk "i 16=14 
8ti - d ^ t ^ ^ -^ TOTf ^ «fti 
f t ^ "51^ ^  dcjuidl, dlMHH Snf^ ^<l41<i(l' ^ fRtST I^ 
f ^ an I " ? ^ •^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^^Tlf|2, 3T4tMl, -qTm^H, i m ^ i R 
ycr^i^^ 3 ^ 3PT ^Ti4teTf ^ 4t M s j ^ •feqj m 1 1 ^ 
"^ ' a r ^ ^Rn ^ -^^ 4t «iti 
f t ^ ' ^ ^SlU % "^^ "^ ' W9RT HKM'<rlc|+ (y*i<sld: 
4>d}fHiln T^-^-^) cKri)\rtl, f t f z ^ s fk T^MT 31iUlPH^I 
• T r # f ^ ^ I J ^ ' I M I M T ^ <iri>^<, f^7TZ"=lFc!t 3fk 3^ KcilP^^ A|l 
# c i t % 3#fe!> 1^7ie T^ -JT^ c f n ^ s-cf - ^ i^ * f T l ^ 
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2[| qF#?Z I^?SRf - ^ -^^12, # q t TTTH a#!: f%f7T3 -q?^ 
•qicH cNff ^ t f ^ t¥ t ^M 5^fRf vsi afhc • ^ sik 
?Tm ^ 75% ^5M ^ MRclcfn 1 % ^ 2ITI 
f t ^ ^ •^sft^ V ^ 3T^ T«fT cT^ ^ r f ^ Ft t ^ "^ * Hl^dH 
^ IM, iJ.y'^Wl^ i\tZ 3fTf^ S^Tef f ^ cn% ^ ^ W t ^ 1 ^ ' 
^ 3 f f -^ ^ fWR" ^ n : ^ ^ ^ I i^' l ldl^ ^ T ^ ^ T^Wt 
3TgT«TT "qr^ •q^ ^  TT^ " ^ t ^ ^' ' ^ n i d R d f ^ «ni 
^ ^ f ^ I f fr ^ « ^ %f%q; Pn^'ftd irgs '^m ^ ^ S ^ T ^ 
%?n 8ni 
• ? ^ ^Mii ^ ' l § t « l^ ITef diUHIilH f^^^ 3-4 f ^ 
• ^ Wm -^m ^ ^ % 3MFI % 37^ ;^ 7R «ft (^^iTFf 
• q r t ^ i\ 2-14 cTM % #Er) i Tg^z^ ioo% am 
W^ ^^t^ SToTfSfT s fk £|J|ldlm ST^ S^TT ^t?Pft t l # I cT 
ST^RSTT "^ i^'llcrflMI 31^F^T TTM ^ R ^ % f ^ 12-13 f ^ 
f ^ 8TTI 
" f^tfTT TRH^^HIrH* (Photo postitive) ^ , "^ 'SJ^ iTO 
^ affr t ^ ^ I •sftfoi 37^ 8^11 =Ft ^siM ^ •^ * offer >dc^ + 
«ft sflr t ^ % diMRdd % -qfR^ »1Fff ^' ^ n ^ ^" P^^sll^ l 
i^'lldlMI ^ J ^ 31^ T«fT ^' " q f ^ %(%13; 6-7 f ^ %qT 
m I -^ ^TtFfT ^ 3T^^ ^5^ •'E#r^ ^ I "^ i ^ INr % 
cicT # -in t ^ ^' ^ fT^ ^#^" -qr Rqchcl p ; f ^ ^ 
^Ffm % 7 t ^ % •^qnm f ^ ^ I -^ ^'iidlQ w^juPd'i^ 
^ j f t ^ V 3T^lsn •qT% eT^ TJc^ ^ sffcf ^ rq Kft I # % ^ 
3T[g^ 8rT ^* 10,000 f t ^ ^ ' ^ J^TT Wir+ ' l ^? l^c^ % tsFf 
•^ ' 3 1 ^ 3 r^d J^l1R<ddl ^ f<<sll4] "TSti i^'IldlQ ^ M H i " ! 
^ %?Tk ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ W qt TJrgcTT ^ ^ I f^rje; T^f^, 
"?f^ ^ , iffwsm •^Pi'^dhdH % WET f^ ' lcF 3Trf^  "^ 
fe^ "qr ^ f5F?ftT ^ r ^ "^ w^Jiifd ^^ -^^m Ryw i i 
^f#JZ # j i f % <JcqKH ^ ^5 f ^ %fcTl3; Wir=b'l -ERcSf, 
f^rSFf, 4lRR*ird=b Ai\H\d{i ^ MR-CIHH 3ffT ^vjllPd HP^ 
dfdch)RH "^ r T R # ^ ^ : ^jqftsrfrT' 
^RcT % ^ TTr?3T 3T^rR^ ^ ' 10 ^ 18% WRcft WTfS^ 
dlPli^m t , ^ 3#I^nT: MP -^CIH CTZ ^  w f t "SfTcfl" f l 
TJ^ cie ^' ftsfcl "fJ¥ I^Tpif ^ ^ cIRc=ft % 3^c(d<u| ^ 
ftqt^ qF»ft ^ ^ I^ TcTcft t l 
FT^m^WTT iPcichlRn ^ ' cTRcft - ^ Sl^ fcRW sffcT ^rq 
FtcTT 11 ^ fgrq 1995 "^ ' •JTFl 77 Z^ cTReft ^ ^ ST^cTW 
fSTT 8ITI 1992 %• i ^T^ S^rfTW % ^fT^, %^c^ 1995 % 
3Fn?T-37^g3[T 3 f ^ t r :^ " - ^ dUPd^il' ^ "J=T: ^qftsTfcT f f 
«fti wcit=^ fqeRTcif 3fk rfz "^ tqTOf •^ " j^m ^s^mm 
ft^ ^ 8fti 
mfiicr -^rtjjif ^ ^TC^ efwif 12.5 ^ ift ^ 15.2 ^ 
•qt «ftl 3Tftf^ KT: 12.5 "^ "qt, 13.5 ^ ^ 3fk 14.0 ^ 
•qt % ^ I ^^\^ "STTcft 70.7% 8ft "vJIsjf* • ^ J^flf^ T %^c7 8.6% 
^ 1 
3Tf^«#xT 20.7% 2f I 36.2% " ^ 3T^?8n ^ sft I 27.6% 
i i i 3fk i v 3T^^ ?«ll • ^ «fti 15.5% 3Tq f t q ^ 37^^sn ^ 
8ftl 
•gJoT "q^?^ ^ ^ dM<=b< 3T5^ ^ j q "qr^ % f ^ % T ^ 
^ "MfT I iPdcblPw ^' ^^T^ ^» f rq ^pq Fl% % J^TTOI 
8ft^ ?R "5rf?r •%. TIT % fm, ii- ? sni 
* # xrq 1 ^ anr 37T? % 4 f^debir<H arj^tsiR % ^ , 
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f ^ 3 ^ ^ ^ r f T ^ n r f -^ 34c^d<U|* 
.^Hi+lRH •^ ' 2-2-96 " ^ dKrd4l' ^ 3raT«IKTJT aT^ cTnT 
13TT1 "3^ f?^ cFT ^  3T^?R^ F^Tt^ T 4 ^^ «TT I W t 
Sitl 
?^ % ^ -^ 55 cbdm l^nl' ^ yt4l(rH "?tcTT 11 ^  0430 
sT^ % fr^JZ HrWH cM ^' ^rf^ 5^T 3 "Eft c l^ "3^ 
^' 55 T I 3 ^ ?RI 3 -sfe cT^ t ^ «n I "3^ W^ ZfH^Jtft^ 
-si«'ll6 ^ WJW\ 19°C sni 
ypd i<ch=b allyd qch^ 61.5%. UT «^t i-q^ r^? '^ mf^^<rdi 
•q^ F^  1.3 cini 3i^p#m ^ -m^ 11 "^  i.3 erra cir#pn 
HtJcril Wf t T^RJt sft % 3Tnif cfTf -R^ ST^cR^ % 
2 -Eft T q ^ 13TT ^ 1 
"^ 13^ 11 ^  ^^\r<A ^^ HtJPcrl4l" % 3Tni TSFft fTfft I 
dKPd f^ oift srnif ^ "^ T^  ^ 3raT«w^ "^ ' , # I R "q^)^ 
•^ ' 100 "^ 108 fi? "Rt smm ^ ^ C1<N"1H HsjPd>MT 
* ^ " q i n ^ 3TTT arr? % (^ Pdch^pH a r ^ a r R % ^ 
•RrarqSH^ ^' 7-2-1996 ^ # § ^ •^  %Rt M^FiT % 
^tTR "q;^  "^R M^ " ^ ^ ^ 3fR ^ ciz "q^  ^IFTTI 
• ^ f^ TT ^ 6-2-96 ^ HHm<^ dHH "^ 10 % iTt ^ 
T^^TTST ^ -^ ^ 15 ^ -^mjii "^ ' y^iPdd "q;^ ^ ^iwR f ^ 
J ^ STTffcTOH Tirq^ f ^ "5^11 t l 
1. • ^ ^ M ^ - 530 ^ "Rt 
2. TTTW cislTl - 448 '^ Tit 
3. ITR ^ ? M f - 116 •^ T^ 
4. "qsR ipgt^ -qia ^ -^i^m ^ P ^ - BO "^ ift 
5. ?^TRt "Rif^ •qr " 5 ^ "q^ • ^ ^fsn^- i30 ^ fit 
6. 3Tta[ -^ -q^TO "^^t^ cT^ - 149 "^ tft 
7. "5n?Tt f n f ^ "qr are "q^ ^ C T ^ - 98 ^ fit 
8. 3I»TR " ^ " ^ " d ^ - 90 ^ fit 
9. tWT - ^ "snfcf 
10. ITT - 1000 %. Tn 
f? i% friTT ^ ^ fiffT ^ T «ft, T ^ " q ^ " ^ 
fT13TRY •^  ^nz f^RTI 8-2-96 ^ ^ ^ ' ^^ ^' i) 
* # -QTT TTtF 3TTT 3^ T? % ehireh-ll^l 31^WJR % ^ , 
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« 3 T T ^ t l ^ c f ^ M ^ ^ ^ - = T ^ n T R t f ^ % % r T ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - 3 3 9 ^ ^ 
ft^TTg:!? Tf ¥n<T -q^r fMi? ^ sfjr f c f ^ ^ r ^ r ^ f ^ "^ 
TfM 2 fWJ#r fhm lUSTf ^ t l ^8T ^ 3TOk TT;!^  c l ^ - 123 ^ ^ 
f ¥ W T -^ 29-1-95 TTcT ^ W^nf^ l ^ f H e f ^ ^ T ? t T T l f ^ ^ 3 t ^ ^ R l f - 9 5 ^ T f t 
^' 5.37 TJt 3MFT =FT "Q;^ " ^ fM T^ ^ ^T^F^ "n^^ «ni -^ SR "^Mt^ c 4 ^ - 42 ^ "4 
^ ^ ^ i ^ crar^ - 14 ^ "Rt 
3Tn^ ^ 06.00 -Efe cT^ "q? ^jftf^ T?T I 2000/- ^. tR 
?^7^ % r m fe^TT TMI ?^T^ 3HI<^ RiHH WT^ ^ f ^ 
f^Tcn t l ^ ' ^ " J ^ ^ " ^ ^ - 43 ^ ^ 
^ ^ f ^ - 537 ^ Tft ^ " T ^ * ^ - 17 ^ ^ 
TTPT^  e f ^ - 400 "# lit f^T^f^ I ^ "Tl^ ^ ? f ^ - 68 ^ T7t 
%T ^ c f ^ - 134 ^ Tft 'IR - 4.75 Z^ 
•?R1T ^ " ^ - 254 ^ "Rt 
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